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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

ADAM KADMON
ADAM KADMON, the Birth of Messiah. Compiled by Apollo

In the Sephir Yetizerah. It is said that the birth of Adam took place on Rosh Hashanah, the New
year in the year . September , 3761. it is said he was the first true human being with a soul that
made him into a spiritual being.
Before Adam it is siad that 974 generations lived, or 25,000 years ago. Mankind did live in a
physical and mental form(made from the dust. Genesis 2:7) but lacked a soul. It was this soul of
Mosiach however that hovered about the waters..
And the spirit of G-d hovered [above the waters]." Our Sages tell us that this is actually referring to
the soul of Moshiach. The Hebrew words in the verse "v'ruach Elokim m'rachefet" have the same
numerical value as the words "This is the spirit of Melech HaMoshiach" - zeh haya rucho shel
Melech HaMashiach.
(from Discover Moshiach)
Adam Kadmon (Primordial Man) or Aveer Qadmon is the Azoth or Primitive Air from the first
matter.
Here is a interesting qoute'
Adam will supposedly be reincarnated as the Messiah, the Third Adam "when time will finally
cease." (Rev.10:6)
"Each major historical period had its progenitor who took the role of the new Adam." - 66:8
"…in the context of the larger Kabbalistic views…the secret of the name Adam apparently points
to a well-known acronym: ‗Adam, David, Mashiyah‘….mean(ing) that Adam‘s soul has been
reincarnated in the body of David, who will return as the Messiah… The Messiah therefore, will
possess the soul that first inhabited Adam [the primordial ideal man] and then David." - 293:189
"And so the first Adam – the Adam Kadmon created before time began – would at long last
become the last Adam, the crown of all creation, at whose advent time would finally cease
[according to the secret lore of the Pharisees]." - 294:243-244 (watch pair.com)
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Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Adam and EVE were NOT BORN on this planet apollo. they were born on Jesusem, the
headquarters world of Satania. (not related to the word satan). they were transported to earth,
about 38,000 years ago.
and they had nothing to do with the history of these people in this one small area 2000+ years
ago. In fact these Hebrews, the race, were born of one man and two women who survived a crash
landing of a craft 14,000 years ago in what is now western russia. it was a tad cold, their craft
could not be repaired, everyone else was dead and no help came, so they migrated south to
warmer land in what is now called Palestine today. They were far advanced spiritually and of DNA
than was man in that region at the time and they knew this and did not marry with the existing
races at that time. So they founded a new race of people on this world they were from Hebra.
that is the whole story beloveds of that small group of people. by the time 12,000 Years passed so
the story changed over those years and the teachings they gave to their progeny were corrupted
over time.
Several ones came to help them over those long years from Pleiades. One of those was Moses.
When Moses left with the slaves to help them home, he was guided by a craft and the manna was
provided from craft to sustain the people. it took more like 40 months than 40 years.
The sea was parted by a craft. The 10 commandments, there were more but some are lost, were
given not by a burning bush but from craft. And people from Pleiades (thiaoouba) fried Sodom and
Gomorrah too by the way. These folks on craft survived in stories as the LORD GOD. People, the
fAther, God, whatever is SPIRIT. His SONS DO THE WORK NO HIM. OK.
People from other worlds have been colonizing this planet since the days of the dinosaurs. That is
why there are human remains with the dinosaur remains. Humans in various body types travel all
over the creation, OK.
The big bossy God, is the hierarchy. the creation IS ruled by method of government folks. There
are over 300 billlion "heavens" and about 5.6 trillion inhabited evolutionary worlds like earth. we
are not special here.
so the story of the old testament is a rendering of this one race started from one man and his two
wives. OK. That is their creation story. They apparently forgot the ancestry over 14,000 years and
a a great flood and a probably a magnetic pole reversal. their history is not accurate and you ones
think a lot of the god stuff in the OT is written by god himself. or at least babysat by a holy spirit
dude. NO so. It is a confused history of a confused people and you ones keep up the confusion
here! Isn't it becoming obvious after all these years you one work here on glp alone? Your own
churches full of shit teachings and falsehoods and then you ones, including OP here, say get it
straight or you go to hell!
God doesnt' give a fat fuck if you know the history of Jesus and Mary M or not. He give a
fat fuck about your works and your heart. Nothing more, nothing less. Jesus cannot save
you. and you don't want a god who will send you to hell because you don't understand
some piece of minute history of a confused people.
You are here to grow your souls knowledge, to learn to live each day in a holy manner and to take
responsibility for all you create. Few of you are having your first life here. You are not made into a
god by a single life.
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yes I said made into a god, for it is the will of the Father that you become like him, having all
knowledge and you most certainly do not obtain all knowledge in a short life time of under 100
years, or any lifetime. Learning will go on in fact for all of eternity for you. there will always be
changes and issues.
Michael of Nebadon, the Father of Nebadon, and ruler of 3.8 million planets plus the heaven
worlds of Nebadon, doens't know it all. He is still learning.
Now, get about growing yourself and stop this bullshit of telling people they go to hell if they don't
get the story of Mary and Jesus right and like shit. It doesn't matter.
What you ARE matters. What you are becoming matters. Your works matter. Heaven is open to
you if you never heard the name Jesus and his name was not Jesus, Paul (Saul) made it up.
Please start growing your spirits. for that IS important. there is NO hell fire, but there are more
nasty planets you can live on if you remain nasty. Ponder that one. Heaven is PLANETS people.
Just getter planets than this one.
this is a prison ward for thugs of all kinds. MIchael of Nebadon came to open the prison doors, but
you must walk thru them. there are 10 billion galactic thugs and fallen angels on this prison world.
he came to offer his hand, to forgive you, to welcome you home. but only YOU can take that
journey.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You are soooo off that it's sad. Everything you have stated is lies, all lies. Not even as believable
as harry potter.
Pray for guidance, and if you really think you talk to jesus on a spaceship, see a doctor. You
spread out right lies.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 08:42 PM

Big lack of knowledge reached in this thread !!

Quoting: EternalTruthSeeker

TEACH US OH WISE ONE.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1523279

Guru
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Quoting: Haile Menelik

Born in 85, you really should stop claiming to be something you are not.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 08:43 PM

The Spirit of God is in fact, much much older than Her, God destroyed and re-created several
Universes before He first met Her. He met Her in His 22nd Universe, this being the 37th He has
known.
Quoting: HilosPP

Says whom? You? Proff and links please. Jesus spent 30 years in hell? Says whom? Links for
that too.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 796629

Ever thought about visiting Oklahoma?
Quoting: skynet144

That's and odd question last time I did was for a funeral, why do you ask?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1030220
United States
08/30/2011 08:46 PM
the time for reckoning has come!
Peace.
Quoting: ^Watcher^

Slow down sister we dont want recockoning!
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Peace.

Quoting: Haile Menelik

Well, repent(turn from evil) then
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 08:52 PM

Big lack of knowledge reached in this thread !!

Quoting: EternalTruthSeeker

TEACH US OH WISE ONE.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1523279

Guru

Quoting: Haile Menelik

Born in 85, you really should stop claiming to be something you are not.
Quoting: HilosPP

What did I claim?
EternalTruthSeeker
User ID: 1159571
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France
08/30/2011 08:57 PM
Big lack of knowledge reached in this thread !!

Quoting: EternalTruthSeeker

TEACH US OH WISE ONE.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1523279

I'm not wise.
It's up to you to search for the truth, nobody has to do it for you..
It's not working this way, it's within you... if nothing inside make you seek the truth, then, nobody
can do anything for you, i'm sorry..

GenieRoze
User ID: 1448151
United States
08/30/2011 09:08 PM

interesting.
Did you ever read any Tony Bushby?
Good stuff but this book in the link reads like an encyclopedia, a bit boring. His older ones are
more interesting
[link to www.tonybushby.com]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1527262
Australia
08/30/2011 09:09 PM
False prophets, the ones teaching the word, that know the truth, and hide it!!! Do your research.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1310551
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Isaiah 53:8-10 (21st Century King James Version)
8 He was taken from prison and from judgment; and who shall declare His generation? For He
was cut off out of the land of the living; for the transgression of My people was He stricken.
9 And He made His grave with the wicked, and with the rich in His death, because He had done
no violence, neither was any deceit in His mouth.
10 Yet it pleased the LORD to bruise Him; He hath put Him to grief. When thou shalt make His
soul an offering for sin, He shall see His seed, He shall prolong His days, and the pleasure of
the LORD shall prosper in His hand.

Isaiah 53:8-10 (New International Version)[/b]
8 By oppression and judgment he was taken away. And who can speak of his
descendants? For he was cut off from the land of the living;for the transgression of my people he
was stricken.
9 He was assigned a grave with the wicked, and with the rich in his death, though he had done no
violence, nor was any deceit in his mouth.
10 Yet it was the LORD's will to crush him and cause him to suffer, and though the LORD makes
his life a guilt offering, he will see his offspring and prolong his days, and the will of the LORD
will prosper in his hand.

The New Strong's Exhaustive Concordance Of The Bible
Generation #1755 (and who shall declare his generation) Isaiah 53:8
#1755 "dowr, dore; or (short) Dor, dore; from 1752 prop. A revolution of time, i.e. an age or
generation; also a dwelling - age, x evermore, generation, In-lever, posterity.
#1752 duwr, dure; a prim root; prop; to gyrate (or move in a circle), i.e. to remain,-dwell.

The New Strong's Exhaustive Concordance Of The Bible
SEED #2233 (for sin, he shall see his seed) Isaiah 53:10
#2233 zera, zeh'-rah; from 2232; seed; fig, fruit, plant, sowing - time, posterity; -- x carnally,
child, fruitful, seed,(-time), sowing - time.
#2232 zara, zaw-rah: a prim, root; to sow; fig, to disseminate, plant, fructify; -- bear, conceive
seed, set with, sow (-er), yield.
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"Main Entry:
dis·sem·i·nate
Pronunciation:
\di-&#712;se-m&#601;-&#716;n&#257;t\
Function:
transitive verb
Inflected Form(s):
dis·sem·i·nat·ed; dis·sem·i·nat·ing
Etymology:
Latin disseminatus, past participle of disseminare, from dis- + seminare to sow, from semin-,
semen seed - more at semen
Date:
1566
1 : to spread abroad as though sowing seed 2 : to disperse throughout "
[link to www.merriam-webster.com]
GenieRoze
User ID: 1448151
United States
08/30/2011 09:10 PM

start with the lost books..for your proof theres a reason they didnt include them. OP IS SPOT ON,
ON THIS ONE!! Beautiful love story.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1310551

Yes ! they were VERY much in love and there was something about their love that created
scandal in Israel and got Yeshua in hot water. He had to do what he had to do..
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
start with the lost books..for your proof theres a reason they didnt include them. OP IS SPOT ON,
ON THIS ONE!! Beautiful love story.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1310551

Yes ! they were VERY much in love and there was something about their love that created
scandal in Israel and got Yeshua in hot water. He had to do what he had to do..
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Why is he so hated in the Talmud?
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2 1/2 Morans
User ID: 1444028
United States
08/30/2011 09:24 PM

The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse. Mary conceived Jesus when she
was only 15 years old with His father, Joseph. Such a marriage was common place for Hebrews
of the time, and this age gap was the source of Mary‘s Virtue being slandered by the masses,
along with the jealousy that was provoked because the Heaven‘s proclaimed His birth.
There was a Star shining in the sky when He was born, a star which led The Three Magi to His
manger. Mary Magdalene was much like Jesus in this respect, as she too was born under a very
special astrological alignment which announced her arrival and set her apart from the other
female babies birthed at this time. Upon the two being born and rumors of a King being born
spread, King Herod grew weary from fear of losing his throne, Israel‘s Throne, and Herod issued
an order to find them. Jesus was able to escape persecution by relocating to Egypt; however Mary
Magdalene was less fortunate and captured by their enemies.
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP

the star in the sky when he was born was Nibiru. An immaculate conception without intercourse is
the placing of an embryo created in a lab which is how that embryo was created. A physical body
requires dna. Mother Mary was his genetic mother, the genetic father was Gabriel of Nebadon, for
you UB readers. TEST TUBE BABY folks, better bodies that those on the earth were needed and
masters are almost always test tube kids, even when they are born to married people. You would
not believe how many test tube babies walk this planet right now, myself included.
Mary M was a whore but not by choice. She was given by her father to a man who sold her to be
a whore. it was not her choice. She was gotten out of that situation. there were 12 women
disciples and she was their leader.
He spent most of life taking care of his mother after joseph died and being otherwise the oldest
male child. He traveled often also with his uncle Joseph of Arithmethia, sorry I can't spell that
today, who was a traveling tin man.
Jesus and Mary M had a child together, born after the crucifixion. Mary M and others were placed
on a boat into the mediterranean which was guilded to France and she walked ashore with the
child in her arms. Jesus did not die on the cross, he walked out of the grave, visited his buddies
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and ascended into one of these
to get him the hell out of that place. He was
dropped off near Damascus and met Saul there, blinded him with fireworks and Paul then became
his worst enemy teaching all mucked up.
jesus went on to India, settled in Kashmir, married a local women and had 5 kids. That marvelous
DNA was thug inserted there and in europe. You can be sure all of the holy family were in fact test
tube babies.
Jesus left this plane at about 115 years of age. the body is buried near Srinagar, kashmir. His son
Joseph took some scrolls written by Judas back to the old grave first grave. Judas the best friend
of Jesus and scribed many of the stories over the years. he was not a betrayer, he was FRAMED,
the betrayer had a similar name and did hang himself in shame for what he did.
Around 1961 those scrolls were unearthed and you can read what was left of them, translated
from the aramaic by Judas himself to english here.:
[link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]
also the scrolls were first translated to German after they were found, and the book translated to
english, google "the talmud of Immanuel" or Jmmanuel.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I see your Karma is going backward like mine!! LOL
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1030220
United States
08/30/2011 09:25 PM
John 3
1There was a man of the Pharisees, named Nicodemus, a ruler of the jewish people:
2The same came to Jesus by night, and said unto him, Rabbi, we know that thou art a
teacher come from God: for no man can do these miracles that thou doest, except God be
with him.
3Jesus answered and said unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born
again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.
4Nicodemus saith unto him, How can a man be born when he is old? can he enter the
second time into his mother's womb, and be born?
5Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born of water and of the
Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God.
6That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit.
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7Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye must be born again.
8The wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell
whence it cometh, and whither it goeth: so is every one that is born of the Spirit.
9Nicodemus answered and said unto him, How can these things be?
10Jesus answered and said unto him, Art thou a master of Israel, and knowest not these
things?
11Verily, verily, I say unto thee, We speak that we do know, and testify that we have seen;
and ye receive not our witness.
12If I have told you earthly things, and ye believe not, how shall ye believe, if I tell you of
heavenly things?
13And no man hath ascended up to heaven, but he that came down from heaven, even the
Son of man which is in heaven.
14And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the Son of man be
lifted up:
15That whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have eternal life.
16For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.
17For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world
through him might be saved.
18He that believeth on him is not condemned: but he that believeth not is condemned
already, because he hath not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God.
19And this is the condemnation, that light is come into the world, and men loved darkness
rather than light, because their deeds were evil.
20For every one that doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh to the light, lest his deeds
should be reproved.
21But he that doeth truth cometh to the light, that his deeds may be made manifest, that
they are wrought in God.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1169255
United States
08/30/2011 09:25 PM
The fact of the matter is Jesus was Adam reincarnated and Mary Magdalene was Eve
reincarnated. Jesus had sex, Jesus really likes sex, God made sex and if He didn't like it, it
wouldn't feel so damn good. If Jesus didn't have sex He would of probably started a Church like
The Roman Catholic Empire and has a bunch of underground child sex rings orchestrated, much
like the Pope Jean Paul the Second does.
Quoting: HilosPP
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More crap from a Godless blasphmer here in the last days. Sorry jackass, I know better.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 09:33 PM

jesus christ nobody, could you just give us all a break, for a few fucking minutes, hey, is that too
much to ask, do you wonder why you have so many negative votes?
Jesus got negative votes too,, can you imagine what he would get on glp if he posted here right
now? If he was connected and they think in their computers, he could post ten times as much!!!! I
am not apologizing by the way, but thanks for the thumbs up. He would have probably MORE red
thumbs!!!!!!! He is very intense and very disliking of the bullshit in his name. You ones would hang
him all over again, ponder that. that is why he doesn't yet walk this planet in the open!!!
Folks the purpose of bringing you the WHAT IS, is for you to stop all this shit and put your time
someplace else fixing up this broken world. OK.
Sadly I can find almost no groups working any more much in the denver metro area when I try to
search. I have lost some links with the dead computers, 3 last year.
Whether you one like or it not, believe or not, AbundantHope IS the 2nd coming organization, and
the two that were Jesus ARE my best friends besides my joint service with them. It changes
nothing if you don't care about it. This IS a global organization and it will swing hugely into place
after the cleansing of the planet.
could some of you get off your dumb bible stories of ONE confused small group on a fully
populated planet 2000 years ago, and get real with TODAY AS IT IS????? This is the grandest
time many of you reincarnating folks have ever had a chance to experience, and those that will be
the stay behinds really have a grand experience ahead, but those of you moving will have
interesting stuff yet too, because a lot of you ARe moving in your current forms for the experience
of it.
Lighten up. It makes NO different if Mary M and Jesus were married or not, to the needs of this
world at this time.
there was a thread last night of videos done up cartoon style, arguments between christian and
buddha bears etc. It woudl behoove you to watch how silly you have become with this. again, I
only bring you the WHAT IS hoping you will reconsider living in the NOW.
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Thread: "you are going to hell" - A Christian and a Buddhist Walk Into a Cartoon - Bears arguing
Religion = enlight-heartened fun...
for the thread with the very well done videos and there are more related ones on you tube. Maybe
thru little bears you can see yourself.
and then all the propaganda about elenin and Nibiru, there's another one where the thugs keep
you all ignorant and out of service to the One by whatever name you prefer for the ALL. For it is
ALL, and there are trillions of planets, and not one of them needs to know the history of anyone on
them to get into heaven. Period.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 09:39 PM
chrissie123
User ID: 1396050
Canada
08/30/2011 09:35 PM
sigh. another feeble thread with no purpose other than for everyone to dust off their beliefs and
strut them around proudly.
First of all, OP, you have provided no proof, so your thread is a MASSIVE FAIL just for being
improperly titled. It should have read "A theory of MAry Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth". No
need to argue that point, it is true.
Secondly - people need to pay closer attention to how they phrase things around here.
Not a single one of you has any real proof to back up any of your claims whatsoever. Not saying
you are all wrong, but the arrogance in these threads is overwhelming. Now you may have
reasons for believing what you do. You may have "witnessed" or been "inspired". But neither of
those things are truths. Neither of those things can be used to sway the minds of the more
traditional Christians, because we have no way of verifying if what any of you say is true or if you
have been influenced by evil to say or think these things.
I believe that we know what we need to know. the greater mysteries will be revealed to us at the
right time. It doesnt matter if Jesus was an alien or not. It doesnt matter if He had sex. Neither of
those things should have any bearing on what He taught. They should have no bearing on the
commandments we have been given to live life. If God had wanted us to know more He would
have carved it in stone alongside the commandments.
And james Cameron is just a pop culture sensationalist with no evidence or proof to back up his
claim besides wild speculation. Is he wrong? Who knows. Again, point being nthing can be
proven, hence FAITH.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1503158
United States
08/30/2011 09:51 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

ADAM KADMON
ADAM KADMON, the Birth of Messiah. Compiled by Apollo
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In the Sephir Yetizerah. It is said that the birth of Adam took place on Rosh Hashanah, the New
year in the year . September , 3761. it is said he was the first true human being with a soul that
made him into a spiritual being.
Before Adam it is siad that 974 generations lived, or 25,000 years ago. Mankind did live in a
physical and mental form(made from the dust. Genesis 2:7) but lacked a soul. It was this soul of
Mosiach however that hovered about the waters..
And the spirit of G-d hovered [above the waters]." Our Sages tell us that this is actually referring to
the soul of Moshiach. The Hebrew words in the verse "v'ruach Elokim m'rachefet" have the same
numerical value as the words "This is the spirit of Melech HaMoshiach" - zeh haya rucho shel
Melech HaMashiach.
(from Discover Moshiach)
Adam Kadmon (Primordial Man) or Aveer Qadmon is the Azoth or Primitive Air from the first
matter.
Here is a interesting qoute'
Adam will supposedly be reincarnated as the Messiah, the Third Adam "when time will finally
cease." (Rev.10:6)
"Each major historical period had its progenitor who took the role of the new Adam." - 66:8
"…in the context of the larger Kabbalistic views…the secret of the name Adam apparently points
to a well-known acronym: ‗Adam, David, Mashiyah‘….mean(ing) that Adam‘s soul has been
reincarnated in the body of David, who will return as the Messiah… The Messiah therefore, will
possess the soul that first inhabited Adam [the primordial ideal man] and then David." - 293:189
"And so the first Adam – the Adam Kadmon created before time began – would at long last
become the last Adam, the crown of all creation, at whose advent time would finally cease
[according to the secret lore of the Pharisees]." - 294:243-244 (watch pair.com)
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Adam and EVE were NOT BORN on this planet apollo. they were born on Jesusem, the
headquarters world of Satania. (not related to the word satan). they were transported to earth,
about 38,000 years ago.
and they had nothing to do with the history of these people in this one small area 2000+ years
ago. In fact these Hebrews, the race, were born of one man and two women who survived a crash
landing of a craft 14,000 years ago in what is now western russia. it was a tad cold, their craft
could not be repaired, everyone else was dead and no help came, so they migrated south to
warmer land in what is now called Palestine today. They were far advanced spiritually and of DNA
than was man in that region at the time and they knew this and did not marry with the existing
races at that time. So they founded a new race of people on this world they were from Hebra.
that is the whole story beloveds of that small group of people. by the time 12,000 Years passed so
the story changed over those years and the teachings they gave to their progeny were corrupted
over time.
Several ones came to help them over those long years from Pleiades. One of those was Moses.
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When Moses left with the slaves to help them home, he was guided by a craft and the manna was
provided from craft to sustain the people. it took more like 40 months than 40 years.
The sea was parted by a craft. The 10 commandments, there were more but some are lost, were
given not by a burning bush but from craft. And people from Pleiades (thiaoouba) fried Sodom and
Gomorrah too by the way. These folks on craft survived in stories as the LORD GOD. People, the
fAther, God, whatever is SPIRIT. His SONS DO THE WORK NO HIM. OK.
People from other worlds have been colonizing this planet since the days of the dinosaurs. That is
why there are human remains with the dinosaur remains. Humans in various body types travel all
over the creation, OK.
The big bossy God, is the hierarchy. the creation IS ruled by method of government folks. There
are over 300 billlion "heavens" and about 5.6 trillion inhabited evolutionary worlds like earth. we
are not special here.
so the story of the old testament is a rendering of this one race started from one man and his two
wives. OK. That is their creation story. They apparently forgot the ancestry over 14,000 years and
a a great flood and a probably a magnetic pole reversal. their history is not accurate and you ones
think a lot of the god stuff in the OT is written by god himself. or at least babysat by a holy spirit
dude. NO so. It is a confused history of a confused people and you ones keep up the confusion
here! Isn't it becoming obvious after all these years you one work here on glp alone? Your own
churches full of shit teachings and falsehoods and then you ones, including OP here, say get it
straight or you go to hell!
God doesnt' give a fat fuck if you know the history of Jesus and Mary M or not. He give a
fat fuck about your works and your heart. Nothing more, nothing less. Jesus cannot save
you. and you don't want a god who will send you to hell because you don't understand
some piece of minute history of a confused people.
You are here to grow your souls knowledge, to learn to live each day in a holy manner and to take
responsibility for all you create. Few of you are having your first life here. You are not made into a
god by a single life.
yes I said made into a god, for it is the will of the Father that you become like him, having all
knowledge and you most certainly do not obtain all knowledge in a short life time of under 100
years, or any lifetime. Learning will go on in fact for all of eternity for you. there will always be
changes and issues.
Michael of Nebadon, the Father of Nebadon, and ruler of 3.8 million planets plus the heaven
worlds of Nebadon, doens't know it all. He is still learning.
Now, get about growing yourself and stop this bullshit of telling people they go to hell if they don't
get the story of Mary and Jesus right and like shit. It doesn't matter.
What you ARE matters. What you are becoming matters. Your works matter. Heaven is open to
you if you never heard the name Jesus and his name was not Jesus, Paul (Saul) made it up.
Please start growing your spirits. for that IS important. there is NO hell fire, but there are more
nasty planets you can live on if you remain nasty. Ponder that one. Heaven is PLANETS people.
Just getter planets than this one.
this is a prison ward for thugs of all kinds. MIchael of Nebadon came to open the prison doors, but
you must walk thru them. there are 10 billion galactic thugs and fallen angels on this prison world.
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he came to offer his hand, to forgive you, to welcome you home. but only YOU can take that
journey.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

WE NEED TO TALK! Not sure of all the details, but you are totally correct on what little I know.
Can you cite any sources or readings PLEASE? Or figure out a way we can communicate. Thanks
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 10:03 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Adam and EVE were NOT BORN on this planet apollo. they were born on Jesusem, the
headquarters world of Satania. (not related to the word satan). they were transported to earth,
about 38,000 years ago.
and they had nothing to do with the history of these people in this one small area 2000+ years
ago. In fact these Hebrews, the race, were born of one man and two women who survived a crash
landing of a craft 14,000 years ago in what is now western russia. it was a tad cold, their craft
could not be repaired, everyone else was dead and no help came, so they migrated south to
warmer land in what is now called Palestine today. They were far advanced spiritually and of DNA
than was man in that region at the time and they knew this and did not marry with the existing
races at that time. So they founded a new race of people on this world they were from Hebra.
that is the whole story beloveds of that small group of people. by the time 12,000 Years passed so
the story changed over those years and the teachings they gave to their progeny were corrupted
over time.
Several ones came to help them over those long years from Pleiades. One of those was Moses.
When Moses left with the slaves to help them home, he was guided by a craft and the manna was
provided from craft to sustain the people. it took more like 40 months than 40 years.
The sea was parted by a craft. The 10 commandments, there were more but some are lost, were
given not by a burning bush but from craft. And people from Pleiades (thiaoouba) fried Sodom and
Gomorrah too by the way. These folks on craft survived in stories as the LORD GOD. People, the
fAther, God, whatever is SPIRIT. His SONS DO THE WORK NO HIM. OK.
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People from other worlds have been colonizing this planet since the days of the dinosaurs. That is
why there are human remains with the dinosaur remains. Humans in various body types travel all
over the creation, OK.
The big bossy God, is the hierarchy. the creation IS ruled by method of government folks. There
are over 300 billlion "heavens" and about 5.6 trillion inhabited evolutionary worlds like earth. we
are not special here.
so the story of the old testament is a rendering of this one race started from one man and his two
wives. OK. That is their creation story. They apparently forgot the ancestry over 14,000 years and
a a great flood and a probably a magnetic pole reversal. their history is not accurate and you ones
think a lot of the god stuff in the OT is written by god himself. or at least babysat by a holy spirit
dude. NO so. It is a confused history of a confused people and you ones keep up the confusion
here! Isn't it becoming obvious after all these years you one work here on glp alone? Your own
churches full of shit teachings and falsehoods and then you ones, including OP here, say get it
straight or you go to hell!
God doesnt' give a fat fuck if you know the history of Jesus and Mary M or not. He give a
fat fuck about your works and your heart. Nothing more, nothing less. Jesus cannot save
you. and you don't want a god who will send you to hell because you don't understand
some piece of minute history of a confused people.
You are here to grow your souls knowledge, to learn to live each day in a holy manner and to take
responsibility for all you create. Few of you are having your first life here. You are not made into a
god by a single life.
yes I said made into a god, for it is the will of the Father that you become like him, having all
knowledge and you most certainly do not obtain all knowledge in a short life time of under 100
years, or any lifetime. Learning will go on in fact for all of eternity for you. there will always be
changes and issues.
Michael of Nebadon, the Father of Nebadon, and ruler of 3.8 million planets plus the heaven
worlds of Nebadon, doens't know it all. He is still learning.
Now, get about growing yourself and stop this bullshit of telling people they go to hell if they don't
get the story of Mary and Jesus right and like shit. It doesn't matter.
What you ARE matters. What you are becoming matters. Your works matter. Heaven is open to
you if you never heard the name Jesus and his name was not Jesus, Paul (Saul) made it up.
Please start growing your spirits. for that IS important. there is NO hell fire, but there are more
nasty planets you can live on if you remain nasty. Ponder that one. Heaven is PLANETS people.
Just getter planets than this one.
this is a prison ward for thugs of all kinds. MIchael of Nebadon came to open the prison doors, but
you must walk thru them. there are 10 billion galactic thugs and fallen angels on this prison world.
he came to offer his hand, to forgive you, to welcome you home. but only YOU can take that
journey.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

WE NEED TO TALK! Not sure of all the details, but you are totally correct on what little I know.
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Can you cite any sources or readings PLEASE? Or figure out a way we can communicate. Thanks
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1503158

the books are in the signature file. then I have a website. [link to www.abundanthope.net] also
very good is the wisdomofthe rays website I have in my signature file. YOu can also click on my
name here, to find my threads. I am not doing new contacts lately, I took down my contact form on
my website, because nasty folks were showing up again, but more because I only have 24 hours
a day and I have to sleep and eat some of the time! I just don't have a lot of time for individual
work. My organization is global and I have to tend the regional directors too and my own forum. do
your best.
Also as easy introduction to Urantia, try this thread. Thread: Discovering the Urantia Book
Thread: Selections from the Phoenix Journals.
and also, when you click on my account, my pinned threads will show up, and some of these are
my threads. I have no idea what you will get if you use the search engine here.
also I have another retired account, which will have a list of early threads. [link to
www.godlikeproductions.com]
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 10:12 PM
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 10:13 PM

REMEMBER GUYS SATAN IS REALLY JESUS AND JESUS AND THE SUN ARE THE SAME
BECUASE OF THE SIMILAR SPELLING SUN AND SON. IT IS NOT A COINCIDENCE JUST
WATCH ZEITGEIST OR TALK TO A MEMBER OF THE SATANIC ILLUMINATTI THEY KNOW
EVERYTHING ABOUT GOD AND TRUTH. YAY FOR EVIL!!!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1523279

I liked those films for the most part, but they were wrong on that area. HOWEVEr many of the
avatars do come in under similar circumstances.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1457378
United States
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08/30/2011 10:15 PM
can you guys pass the 70s black comedian CRACK BONG?!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1523279
Canada
08/30/2011 10:17 PM
DID YOU KNOW THE BOOK OF EXODUS WAS ACTUALLY WRITTEN BY DICK CHENEY?
ASK ANY MEMBER OF THE ILLUMINATTI. YOU CAN TRUST THEM. OR JUST STARE AT
THIS MASONIC G IT WILL MAKE YOU ENLIGHTENED LIKE JESUS AND SATAN AND
LUCIFER OUR RULERS OF THE SUN AND SON.
HERE ILL PROVE THE MASONIC SIGNS EQUAL ENLIGHTENMENT:

ENLIGHTENMENT COUNTDOWN IN 5...4...3...2...1...

YOU NOW KNOW EVERYTHING!!! GO OUT YOUNG JEDIS
AND SPREAD THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE ILLUMINATTI. THEY NEED YOU TO SHILL IT
DOWN AND TAP DANCE FOR THE SATANIC GUBBMENT MASSA'S!!!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1523279
Canada
08/30/2011 10:18 PM
can you guys pass the 70s black comedian CRACK BONG?!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1457378

FOR REAL THE ILLUMINATTI NEED IT.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528653
United States
08/30/2011 10:23 PM
Good post but please leave vedic terms like Krishna and Shiva out if this totally irrelevant...
Mayhem Millie
User ID: 1528659
United States
08/30/2011 10:29 PM
the immaculate conception does not mean mary did not
have sex to have jesus.
MARY was the immaculate conception she was born without
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sin.
somebody doesn't know what they are talking about and
it ain't me.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528653
United States
08/30/2011 10:31 PM
Jesus' tomb is near Sri Nagar? I actually went there last summer, over there they call Jesus by his
real earth name which is St.Issa.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1523279
Canada
08/30/2011 10:35 PM
Quoting: Comrade Funk

ACCORDING TO ZEIGEIST 4 THE 100 UNDENIABLE TRUTH IT SAYS THE MAN IN YOUR GIF
WROTE HALF OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. ITS TRUE.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1523279
Canada
08/30/2011 10:41 PM
YAY FOR SATANIC INFORMATION SPAM. ANYTHING TO KEEP THE PEOPLE AWAY FROM
THE TRUTH.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 10:44 PM

Jesus' tomb is near Sri Nagar? I actually went there last summer, over there they call Jesus by his
real earth name which is St.Issa.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1528653

well they should probably in their legends maybe know him better than christians, since he laid
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down his roots there to raise his family. Judas went with him and lived with him all those years,
except Judas passed before he did. Judas is also buried there.
Also his Mother and his brother Thomas went too. His favorite brother he has told me was James.
And there is a short piece by James in the NT and one other brother.

His base name is Esu in english as he spells it now, and Issa is close to that. He calls it E Sue,
and once made a joke about he is not the man named Sue, from the song.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 10:53 PM
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 10:57 PM

the immaculate conception does not mean mary did not
have sex to have jesus.
MARY was the immaculate conception she was born without
sin.
somebody doesn't know what they are talking about and
it ain't me.
Quoting: Mayhem Millie

there are many born without sin on this planet, meaning they have cleared their karma and
perfected their souls. mary was a virgin, she diid not have sex to conceive jesus. but she and
joseph did have sex to create their other 8 children. One dies, amos as a child from a fever. The
genetic Father of the body of Jesus, is Gabriel of Nebadon, who is NOT Arch angel Gabriel. He is
higher than the arch angels, in order of creation. the embryo was specially created for the
incarnation. Mary was the genetic father, but not Joseph.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1501005
United States
08/30/2011 11:06 PM
Yes, he was a student of the Mysteries, Jesus became a Magus.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
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Ya, I'd say Necromancer, One who can raise the Dead, would have to fall along those lines. And
His Hell was not knowing who He was and being kept from Her.
Quoting: HilosPP

so he didnt know who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

No, He didn't the truth was kept from Him, imagine if the Magi wouldn't have showed, how would a
baby just know from birth. The magi were there but the truth was kept from Him to keep Him safe
until he was of proper age.
Quoting: HilosPP

so does the reincarnated eve know who she is? when did he find out who he was?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1030220
United States
08/30/2011 11:09 PM
That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit.
John 3:6
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 11:17 PM

Ya, I'd say Necromancer, One who can raise the Dead, would have to fall along those lines. And
His Hell was not knowing who He was and being kept from Her.
Quoting: HilosPP

so he didnt know who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

No, He didn't the truth was kept from Him, imagine if the Magi wouldn't have showed, how would a
baby just know from birth. The magi were there but the truth was kept from Him to keep Him safe
until he was of proper age.
Quoting: HilosPP
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so does the reincarnated eve know who she is? when did he find out who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

Eve is not reincarnated right now. all of the above information is false. He knew who he was.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 11:18 PM

Ya, I'd say Necromancer, One who can raise the Dead, would have to fall along those lines. And
His Hell was not knowing who He was and being kept from Her.
Quoting: HilosPP

so he didnt know who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

No, He didn't the truth was kept from Him, imagine if the Magi wouldn't have showed, how would a
baby just know from birth. The magi were there but the truth was kept from Him to keep Him safe
until he was of proper age.
Quoting: HilosPP

so does the reincarnated eve know who she is? when did he find out who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

She know who She is, and He found out a couple months ago.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528222
United States
08/30/2011 11:19 PM
The SOLUTION! WE ALL MARCH TO THE VATICAN AND DEMAND TO OPEN THE SECRET
ARCHIVE!
That would end all the religious fighting and we have a right to know about the true history! What
is stopping us and who are they to keep this from us hidden?

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1527675
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Sounds fun, I want to live there. Maybe Ill be the next Pope.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

no more next ones in that regard
out with the ill fitted fakes and in with the real deal
clocks tickin
hillbilly
User ID: 1516887
United States
08/30/2011 11:19 PM
Lotsa good Christian threads tonight. I believe Gabriel and Mary to be the genetic parents. And
that Esu Immanuel survived the Cross.
'Sananda is watching', the parrot is saying;)
THIS IS TRUTH!
User ID: 1249164
United States
08/30/2011 11:20 PM
As the world turns further from the truth the further it descends into Chaos. In my life time I have
seen people grow cold to one another, to stop believing in God and in return will believe in
anything they can find. But yet nothing satisfies, only God can fill the void in your life. Choose Him
before it is too late. Time is short and you know it, that is why you come to this place, to see an
answer. You look for truth but you deny THE truth. That God so loved the world that He sent His
only begotten Son Jesus to come and take on flesh, dwell on earth as a Man, and to surrender
His life so that you may live. This is the truth. One day you will stand before the Lord of Lords and
the King of Kings, all will be under his power and authority. ALL. He is, was and will be the rightful
King for all time. Submission to Him leads to blessing and righteousness. If you do not submit to
Him you are in fact submitting yourself to something in His place, it will not result in life or blessing
but rather death and destruction.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 11:21 PM
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so he didnt know who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

No, He didn't the truth was kept from Him, imagine if the Magi wouldn't have showed, how would a
baby just know from birth. The magi were there but the truth was kept from Him to keep Him safe
until he was of proper age.
Quoting: HilosPP

so does the reincarnated eve know who she is? when did he find out who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

She know who She is, and He found out a couple months ago.
Quoting: HilosPP

Are you still contending Jesus was Adam and Mary M was eve? NOT SO.
Nada is here, who was mary M, but NOT incarnated on the planet, she is aboard craft also. all
these people you are trying to say are the same are not. they were all different individuals.
And adam and eve date back to 38,000 years ago.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 11:21 PM

Lotsa good Christian threads tonight. I believe Gabriel and Mary to be the genetic parents. And
that Esu Immanuel survived the Cross.
'Sananda is watching', the parrot is saying;)
Quoting: hillbilly

This is so and I know him personally. And together we created AbundantHope.
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I have met gabriel also.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 11:23 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1501005
United States
08/30/2011 11:23 PM
so he didnt know who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

No, He didn't the truth was kept from Him, imagine if the Magi wouldn't have showed, how would a
baby just know from birth. The magi were there but the truth was kept from Him to keep Him safe
until he was of proper age.
Quoting: HilosPP

so does the reincarnated eve know who she is? when did he find out who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

She know who She is, and He found out a couple months ago.
Quoting: HilosPP

who told him? and is someone protecting him now? who told her?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528732
Iceland
08/30/2011 11:24 PM
Lets sit back and watch.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 11:25 PM

No, He didn't the truth was kept from Him, imagine if the Magi wouldn't have showed, how would a
baby just know from birth. The magi were there but the truth was kept from Him to keep Him safe
until he was of proper age.
Quoting: HilosPP
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so does the reincarnated eve know who she is? when did he find out who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

She know who She is, and He found out a couple months ago.
Quoting: HilosPP

who told him? and is someone protecting him now? who told her?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

He still hasn't been told formally but He has never been without protection. She has been mindful,
in part, of Her destiny since birth.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 11:26 PM

Lotsa good Christian threads tonight. I believe Gabriel and Mary to be the genetic parents. And
that Esu Immanuel survived the Cross.
'Sananda is watching', the parrot is saying;)
Quoting: hillbilly

This is so and I know him personally. And together we created AbundantHope.
I have met gabriel also.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Ya are they flying around on the space ship with Jesus, do you still talk to them all regularly?
hillbilly
User ID: 1516887
United States
08/30/2011 11:27 PM
Jesus IS a good name for a watch... anything. Sic 'em boy!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1501005
United States
08/30/2011 11:28 PM
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so does the reincarnated eve know who she is? when did he find out who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

She know who She is, and He found out a couple months ago.
Quoting: HilosPP

who told him? and is someone protecting him now? who told her?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

He still hasn't been told formally but He has never been without protection. She has been mindful,
in part, of Her destiny since birth.
Quoting: HilosPP

ok so will he be told formally? so how did he find out if he was never formally told? does he
believe who is really is?
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 11:29 PM

She know who She is, and He found out a couple months ago.
Quoting: HilosPP

who told him? and is someone protecting him now? who told her?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

He still hasn't been told formally but He has never been without protection. She has been mindful,
in part, of Her destiny since birth.
Quoting: HilosPP

ok so will he be told formally? so how did he find out if he was never formally told? does he
believe who is really is?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

He knows who He is now, He ran into people on this website and they began to teach Him, I'm
told He will be informed formally very soon. Part of Him proving He is the One to continue going
on believing simply from Faith.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1030220
United States
08/30/2011 11:31 PM

That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit.
John 3:6

for the lol's
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1501005
United States
08/30/2011 11:33 PM
who told him? and is someone protecting him now? who told her?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

He still hasn't been told formally but He has never been without protection. She has been mindful,
in part, of Her destiny since birth.
Quoting: HilosPP

ok so will he be told formally? so how did he find out if he was never formally told? does he
believe who is really is?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

He knows who He is now, He ran into people on this website and they began to teach Him, I'm
told He will be informed formally very soon. Part of Him proving He is the One to continue going
on believing simply from Faith.
Quoting: HilosPP

so does he know who the reincarnated eve is? and who will be formally telling him?
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 11:38 PM
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He still hasn't been told formally but He has never been without protection. She has been mindful,
in part, of Her destiny since birth.
Quoting: HilosPP

ok so will he be told formally? so how did he find out if he was never formally told? does he
believe who is really is?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

He knows who He is now, He ran into people on this website and they began to teach Him, I'm
told He will be informed formally very soon. Part of Him proving He is the One to continue going
on believing simply from Faith.
Quoting: HilosPP

so does he know who the reincarnated eve is? and who will be formally telling him?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

He's known her for quite some time but much like His true identity was hidden from Him, so too
was Her true identify hidden from Him.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1501005
United States
08/30/2011 11:41 PM
ok so will he be told formally? so how did he find out if he was never formally told? does he
believe who is really is?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

He knows who He is now, He ran into people on this website and they began to teach Him, I'm
told He will be informed formally very soon. Part of Him proving He is the One to continue going
on believing simply from Faith.
Quoting: HilosPP

so does he know who the reincarnated eve is? and who will be formally telling him?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

He's known her for quite some time but much like His true identity was hidden from Him, so too
was Her true identify hidden from Him.
Quoting: HilosPP
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but does he now know who she really is? and how soon do you think they will be formally telling
him and who will be telling him?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1501005
United States
08/30/2011 11:42 PM
He knows who He is now, He ran into people on this website and they began to teach Him, I'm
told He will be informed formally very soon. Part of Him proving He is the One to continue going
on believing simply from Faith.
Quoting: HilosPP

so does he know who the reincarnated eve is? and who will be formally telling him?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

He's known her for quite some time but much like His true identity was hidden from Him, so too
was Her true identify hidden from Him.
Quoting: HilosPP

but does he now know who she really is? and how soon do you think they will be formally telling
him and who will be telling him?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

does she know now who he really is?
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 11:43 PM

He knows who He is now, He ran into people on this website and they began to teach Him, I'm
told He will be informed formally very soon. Part of Him proving He is the One to continue going
on believing simply from Faith.
Quoting: HilosPP

so does he know who the reincarnated eve is? and who will be formally telling him?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005
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He's known her for quite some time but much like His true identity was hidden from Him, so too
was Her true identify hidden from Him.
Quoting: HilosPP

but does he now know who she really is? and how soon do you think they will be formally telling
him and who will be telling him?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

He knows Her real name, I hope He is told very soon as He is still unemployed and without shelter
of His own. Who will be telling Him is part of who is protecting Him and must remain secret.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 11:44 PM

so does he know who the reincarnated eve is? and who will be formally telling him?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

He's known her for quite some time but much like His true identity was hidden from Him, so too
was Her true identify hidden from Him.
Quoting: HilosPP

but does he now know who she really is? and how soon do you think they will be formally telling
him and who will be telling him?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

does she know now who he really is?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

Misread question, She knows who He is, He is the only one who didn't know.
..|O_o|..
User ID: 1470125
Canada
08/30/2011 11:44 PM
And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP
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"Don't make me come down there.!!"
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 11:45 PM

And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

"Don't make me come down there.!!"
Quoting: ..|O_o|.. 1470125

Haha, you can kiss my rear before you send me to Hell.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 11:47 PM

Not bad 17 pages and my first pin, now I see what you guys were waiting to pin.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/30/2011 11:47 PM

Good Night, watch out for the posers.
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
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United States
08/30/2011 11:52 PM

lol The un-Holy trinity: The Mother=Mary, The Son=Eesa and the un-Holy spirit=Muhammad.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220

Muhammad conquered the middle east with the Christian Bible in hand....
Quoting: Sugarelf

lol Where's the link, is it missing?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220

the link ??
TheTruth
User ID: 1249164
United States
08/30/2011 11:54 PM
Not bad 17 pages and my first pin, now I see what you guys were waiting to pin.
Quoting: HilosPP

Judas betrayed the Son of Man with a kiss and sold Him out for 30 pieces of silver, you have done
the same for a GLP pin and 17 pages of self gratification.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1030220
United States
08/30/2011 11:56 PM
This thread was brought to You today by:
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/31/2011 12:01 AM

Sagitarius 1980
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Quoting: HilosPP

Mines Sagitarius, the 11th.

Quoting: Haile Menelik

December 8th = Feast of the Immaculate Conception

Sagitarius spans the zodiac between the 240th and 269th degree of celestial longitude. Generally,
the Sun transits this area of the zodiac between November 22 and December 21
December 21 = 269

11:11
Quoting: Sugarelf

SugarElf, my birthday is December 23, What do you know about that number?
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

23 has many many pathways....especially when combined with December
357th day of the year
23 = 11PM or second eleven of the day
Ancient Chinese Holy Day - Forbidden City
another possible alternate ending date for the Mayan Calender
birthday of one of my daughters
12/23 - 2/2 = 42 days
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/31/2011 12:02 AM
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Not bad 17 pages and my first pin, now I see what you guys were waiting to pin.
Quoting: HilosPP

Judas betrayed the Son of Man with a kiss and sold Him out for 30 pieces of silver, you have done
the same for a GLP pin and 17 pages of self gratification.
Quoting: TheTruth 1249164

Complete LIE. Judas was his best friend and was FRAMED. the betrayer was Juda Iharioth. You
can read that in the early pages of this. download it and read the whole thing, and then throw
away your false bible story. you were promised truth at the end of this age, and the bible is hardly
that truth. [link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]
Judas in fact wrote the best of the gospels, some were not written by the names on them even.
both the scrolls Judas wrote and the shroud of turin were found in OLD first grave after the
crucifixion. Your bible is full of shit. On purpose.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/31/2011 12:06 AM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1526370
United States
08/31/2011 12:12 AM
Père, pardonne-leur, car ils ne savent ce qu'ils font et disent.
Yolgnu.
Quoting: Yolgnu

Translation:
Father, forgive them, for they know not what they are doing and saying.
Yolgnu
Quoting: Frater

Yes I agree my friend.
What they are saying is only going to hurt themselfs i pray for them to get help and go to God and
Jesus.
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And Jesus is verl real. He never married anyone member everyone did not comment one sin.
Jesus wants us to be with him and the God does too. I can see his love for us. Truly Amen. They
don't even or understand the bible nor God nor Jesus. They are trying to decive others for their
own agenda. But i will pray for them
the8track
User ID: 957618
United States
08/31/2011 12:13 AM
You people with your phony Phoenix Journal crap.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1526370
United States
08/31/2011 12:25 AM
REMEMBER GUYS SATAN IS REALLY JESUS AND JESUS AND THE SUN ARE THE SAME
BECUASE OF THE SIMILAR SPELLING SUN AND SON. IT IS NOT A COINCIDENCE JUST
WATCH ZEITGEIST OR TALK TO A MEMBER OF THE SATANIC ILLUMINATTI THEY KNOW
EVERYTHING ABOUT GOD AND TRUTH. YAY FOR EVIL!!!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1523279

Jesus is not Satan friend. It is Satan lies telling u this. Using ur spirit for the heart to get to ur mind.
Satan knows how to do this but God and Jesus can BREAK u free from it and learn the TRUTH!
Zeitgeist is working with NWO Free Mason's and new age. My friend don't trust Zeitgeist. God and
Jesus are very real he wants u to go to them. Have the Holy Spirit and have a personal relationhip
with them. So Satan will not try to lead ur heart away. Nor will he try to attack ur spirit and mind.
God and Jesus wants u to be with them they love u bro. Trust me on this. I know
Upper managment. Crazy USA
User ID: 1528800
United States
08/31/2011 12:26 AM
WHen I ruled
the world lol
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1030220
United States
08/31/2011 12:29 AM
lol The un-Holy trinity: The Mother=Mary, The Son=Eesa and the un-Holy spirit=Muhammad.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220

Muhammad conquered the middle east with the Christian Bible in hand....
Quoting: Sugarelf
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lol Where's the link, is it missing?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220

the link ??

"the god visits the island every nineteen years, the period in which the return of the stars to the
same place in the heavens is accomplished."
"the Greeks [who] use the nineteen-year cycle are not cheated of the truth."
-- Diodorus Siculus

and a Byzantium book known as the Suda....
Quoting: Sugarelf

Volume 8, Book 82, Number 809:
Narrated Ibn 'Umar:
A jewish and a Jewess were brought to Allah's Apostle on a charge of committing an illegal sexual
intercourse. The Prophet asked them. "What is the legal punishment (for this sin) in your
Book (Torah)?" They replied, "Our priests have innovated the punishment of blackening
the faces with charcoal and Tajbiya." 'Abdullah bin Salam said, "O Allah's Apostle, tell
them to bring the Torah." The Torah was brought, and then one of the jewish people put his
hand over the Divine Verse of the Rajam (stoning to death) and started reading what preceded
and what followed it. On that, Ibn Salam said to the jewish, "Lift up your hand." Behold! The Divine
Verse of the Rajam was under his hand. So Allah's Apostle ordered that the two (sinners) be
stoned to death, and so they were stoned. Ibn 'Umar added: So both of them were stoned at the
Balat and I saw the jewish sheltering the Jewess.
[link to www.faithfreedom.org]

John 8
1Jesus went unto the mount of Olives.
2And early in the morning he came again into the temple, and all the people came unto him; and
he sat down, and taught them.
3And the scribes and Pharisees brought unto him a woman taken in adultery; and when they had
set her in the midst,
4They say unto him, Master, this woman was taken in adultery, in the very act.
5Now Moses in the law commanded us, that such should be stoned: but what sayest thou?
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6This they said, tempting him, that they might have to accuse him. But Jesus stooped
down, and with his finger wrote on the ground, as though he heard them not.
7So when they continued asking him, he lifted up himself, and said unto them, He that is
without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her.
8And again he stooped down, and wrote on the ground.
9And they which heard it, being convicted by their own conscience, went out one by one,
beginning at the eldest, even unto the last: and Jesus was left alone, and the woman standing in
the midst.
10When Jesus had lifted up himself, and saw none but the woman, he said unto her, Woman,
where are those thine accusers? hath no man condemned thee?
11She said, No man, Lord. And Jesus said unto her, Neither do I condemn thee: go, and sin no
more.

That's a contrast! lol
Javdaneh
User ID: 1447458
United States
08/31/2011 01:05 AM
And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

Shiva has real power ?.
Quoting: Shephardi

Shiva was a man BTW
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1461317

Thank you for clarifying, I've been told Rhadha was the name I meant, like I said all I have read
this far, as far as religious texts are concerned, is the bible.
Quoting: HilosPP

No problem! Great post ;)

APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/31/2011 01:08 AM
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Quoting: Sugarelf

Wow Friend, Thank you !
I like the 11. the second Eleven of the day, the first being the 11th hour
Congrats on your daughter ! She has a special birthday. =)

Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/31/2011 01:37 AM

"O Allah's Apostle, tell them to bring the Torah." The Torah was brought, and then one of the
jewish people put his hand over the Divine Verse of the Rajam (stoning to death)
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220

Ra -- Sun Ra
sun ra -- sun rise -- AM
Ra-Am
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Abraham = Ahkenaten

And it came to pass, when he was come near to enter into Egypt, that he said unto Sarai his wife:
'Behold now, I know that thou art a fair woman to look upon.
Genesis 12:11
nexuseditor
User ID: 1525377
Australia
08/31/2011 01:37 AM

unshin this pit

If we wanted this blah blah we'd be going to a christian forum.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1468610
Australia
08/31/2011 01:43 AM
The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse. Mary conceived Jesus when she
was only 15 years old with His father, Joseph. Such a marriage was common place for Hebrews
of the time, and this age gap was the source of Mary‘s Virtue being slandered by the masses,
along with the jealousy that was provoked because the Heaven‘s proclaimed His birth.
There was a Star shining in the sky when He was born, a star which led The Three Magi to His
manger. Mary Magdalene was much like Jesus in this respect, as she too was born under a very
special astrological alignment which announced her arrival and set her apart from the other
female babies birthed at this time. Upon the two being born and rumors of a King being born
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spread, King Herod grew weary from fear of losing his throne, Israel‘s Throne, and Herod issued
an order to find them. Jesus was able to escape persecution by relocating to Egypt; however Mary
Magdalene was less fortunate and captured by their enemies.
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP

The Roman Catholic Empire keeps the love story alive in the eucharist. The eucharist enjoins the
faithful in the hopes and dreams of the two spatted lovers: the biscuit is his body, and the cup is
hers.
The standard diameter for the holy morsel, as deemed by the Vatican, is 40 millimeters for the
plebiscite and 90 for the hierarchy. What part of a man is 40 millimeter es in diameter? You can
Google that for yourself (search: sexual averages).
The cup is her womb, which makes the wine the blood of...? I'll leave that one there to!
The eucharist is an oral sex pantomime pawned off on the people as the re-enactment of the last
supper that Jesus had with his first twelve disciples.
That's why no one can find the lies of the Roman Catholic Church - BECAUSE THEY ARE RIGHT
UNDER OUR NOSES!!!
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/31/2011 01:47 AM

Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

12/23 reflected = 32/21

3/21 = part of Vernal Equinox or Day One
12/23 = part of Winter Solstice or Day Seven

Fibbinacii
1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 848576
United States
08/31/2011 01:49 AM
YAY FOR SATANIC INFORMATION SPAM. ANYTHING TO KEEP THE PEOPLE AWAY FROM
THE TRUTH.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1523279

Yeah, gotta love this critical "breaking news" amazing discovery, as seen on TV.
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/31/2011 02:53 AM

Quoting: Sugarelf

3/21 is her mother's birthday
3/21 -- 12/23 = 277 days

12/21 = 269 degree Radan
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/31/2011 04:39 AM
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winter solstice Sun Ra marked on the Temple of Karnak, Luxor, Egypt, along the Nile
winter solstice Sun Set marked on the Sacred Way, Marietta Ohio, USA, along the Ohio

area marked 'Graded Way' aka 'Sacred Way', marks the winter solstice sunset, the sun's rays
lighting the avenue every year, a period of four days: 12/21 -- 12/24
note the footprint above of one of the mounds that matches the Mayan Pyramid at Chichen
Itza....which marks the Vernal Equinox every year....
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/31/2011 04:49 AM
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'course this is Giza

Sphinx follows the golden rule....Phi

Phi-bannicci
1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21

enter 5 o'clock
exit 8 o'clock
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http://youtu.be/_-vzHyeeitM
Arkaim in Russia is a map of the North American Adena Indian Mounds, and specifically marks
the Marietta Ohio structures, which are 72 miles from the center-point in Granville, Ohio
Marietta --

Granville --

Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/31/2011 04:57 AM

Quoting: Sugarelf
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two females on the head of the pharaoh....
http://youtu.be/h1s0BI-H5h0
wildhoney
User ID: 1529018
Spain
08/31/2011 05:08 AM

Catholics do not honor the Mother or the Son. If they did, they would not have caused the Schism
of 1054, "splitting" the Church in two and leading millions of people into excommunication.
They do not honor the Mother or the Son.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

they honor Mother and Son and Mary of Magdala..considering her a Saint
And..where do you think nuns are rooted from?
oh gosh..nevah!
wildhoney
User ID: 1529018
Spain
08/31/2011 05:10 AM

ask yourself..
why do they CUT their hair?
and COVER it?
etc..;)
wildhoney
User ID: 1529018
Spain
08/31/2011 05:12 AM
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ask yourself..
why do they CUT their hair?
and COVER it?
etc..;)
Quoting: wildhoney

Who had her hair long and uncovered according to testimonials and artwork?
Last Edited by wildhoney on 08/31/2011 05:14 AM
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
08/31/2011 06:15 AM
"O Allah's Apostle, tell them to bring the Torah." The Torah was brought, and then one of the
jewish people put his hand over the Divine Verse of the Rajam (stoning to death)
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220

Ra -- Sun Ra
sun ra -- sun rise -- AM
Ra-Am

Abraham = Ahkenaten

And it came to pass, when he was come near to enter into Egypt, that he said unto Sarai his wife:
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'Behold now, I know that thou art a fair woman to look upon.
Genesis 12:11
Quoting: Sugarelf

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220

RA...
Revealed Divinity.
Amun.
One who is hidden.
Anyway. On topic. It was'nt until recently I realized how madly, deeply, in love the master is with
Mary M. Remember when the apostles asked him, "Why do you lover her more than us." He did'nt
love her more than anyone but I mean cmon. Who does'nt love their uhh..Companion. That was
another word
I noticed.
And...How he "kissed her on the mouth often"
HilosPP: Good stuff, shocking but the lies of the church must go away, it has been way too long.
They know what's going down.
Remember, they did'nt supress it because they thought it was lies, but because they KNEW it was
true.
Btw, I am Aries. Just thought I would throw that in there, since other people were hehe.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/31/2011 07:32 AM

so he didnt know who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005
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No, He didn't the truth was kept from Him, imagine if the Magi wouldn't have showed, how would a
baby just know from birth. The magi were there but the truth was kept from Him to keep Him safe
until he was of proper age.
Quoting: HilosPP

so does the reincarnated eve know who she is? when did he find out who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

She know who She is, and He found out a couple months ago.
Quoting: HilosPP
whoever YOU are talking about it's NOT Jesus, it's not Nada, (Mary M) its not eve, and Jesus
didn't spend 30 years in a hell that does not exist. except the period of HELL call this earth 2000
years ago. You are mocking his life and mission and KNOW HIM NOT AT ALL nor the mission to
this sick sad low grade world.
I am loosing hope this world is going to get the message and change itself. at least this country is
not changing itself. when are you ones going to do something of merit as large groups? He was a
student of what mysteries, became a Magus. Really now. he was MIchael of Nebadon and Esu
Immanuel, and they came to the prisoners of this world and taught and set in place all sorts of
stuff and still the people of this world flounder and will not grow up into cosmic citizens.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/31/2011 07:41 AM

thank goodness this is unpinned. Another christian train wreck. You ones who label yourselves
this need to get your butts in gear and actually go walk in his shoes and stop this shit. Every
country is in trouble. Most of you posting these threads are from the Us of A and your religion is
demonic and you don't get it.
you have allowed in your groups you call churches of the Lord, the massive genocide in the
Middle East. well more than 20 million in Iraq and Afghanistan have perished due to war causes,
since 911 and NONE OF THEM DID 911 in the first place. we were NOT attacked by them. YOU
and your sons and daughters have been used and you care not and keep thinking you are
glorious. You are not glorious as groups at all.

the Jesus you have claimed to love (but you have not served), is not impressed with you at all
since his return more than 60 years ago. All sorts of help has been given behind the scenes and
you don't grow up. You grow happily in to destructive materialism though. How many millions of
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you that are adults are there in just the US of A. Where are your works. You idea of works is
praying for Jesus to come down quickly and fix these problems. that is not HIS purpose, it is
however YOURS.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/31/2011 07:42 AM
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/31/2011 07:43 AM

Quoting: Sugarelf
This is important HOW? Really? a hurting world and the silly numerology still exists that has no
meaning.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/31/2011 07:44 AM

ask yourself..
why do they CUT their hair?
and COVER it?
etc..;)
Quoting: wildhoney

Who had her hair long and uncovered according to testimonials and artwork?
Quoting: wildhoney

Length of Hair of the ancients matters HOW??????
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Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/31/2011 07:46 AM

This is the first Church established by the Apostle.. all other Churches in Asia are gone..
Coptic Orthodox Church of Alexandria

According to tradition, the church was established by Saint Mark the apostle and evangelist in the
middle of the 1st century (approximately AD 42).[2] The head of the church and the See of
Alexandria is the Pope of Alexandria and Patriarch of All Africa on the Holy See of Saint Mark,
currently Pope Shenouda III.
[link to en.wikipedia.org]
Quoting: Haile Menelik

And Haile, I am not being rude, but this matters HOW NOW IN THIS SICK WORLD? HOW cares?
You ones have got to get out ancient bullshit and INTO THE WORLD AS IT PRESENTS ITSELF
TO YOU NOW.
LOOK at the SHIT ON TV this morning if you are up already.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 994296
United States
08/31/2011 07:48 AM
Oh hell, you poor people. Falling for this ancient heresy. What a backward,
provincial, and unsophisticated story.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/31/2011 07:49 AM
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1506171

ADAM KADMON
ADAM KADMON, the Birth of Messiah. Compiled by Apollo

In the Sephir Yetizerah. It is said that the birth of Adam took place on Rosh Hashanah, the New
year in the year . September , 3761. it is said he was the first true human being with a soul that
made him into a spiritual being.
Before Adam it is siad that 974 generations lived, or 25,000 years ago. Mankind did live in a
physical and mental form(made from the dust. Genesis 2:7) but lacked a soul. It was this soul of
Mosiach however that hovered about the waters..
And the spirit of G-d hovered [above the waters]." Our Sages tell us that this is actually referring to
the soul of Moshiach. The Hebrew words in the verse "v'ruach Elokim m'rachefet" have the same
numerical value as the words "This is the spirit of Melech HaMoshiach" - zeh haya rucho shel
Melech HaMashiach.
(from Discover Moshiach)
Adam Kadmon (Primordial Man) or Aveer Qadmon is the Azoth or Primitive Air from the first
matter.
Here is a interesting qoute'
Adam will supposedly be reincarnated as the Messiah, the Third Adam "when time will finally
cease." (Rev.10:6)
"Each major historical period had its progenitor who took the role of the new Adam." - 66:8
"…in the context of the larger Kabbalistic views…the secret of the name Adam apparently points
to a well-known acronym: ‗Adam, David, Mashiyah‘….mean(ing) that Adam‘s soul has been
reincarnated in the body of David, who will return as the Messiah… The Messiah therefore, will
possess the soul that first inhabited Adam [the primordial ideal man] and then David." - 293:189
"And so the first Adam – the Adam Kadmon created before time began – would at long last
become the last Adam, the crown of all creation, at whose advent time would finally cease
[according to the secret lore of the Pharisees]." - 294:243-244 (watch pair.com)
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Adam and EVE were NOT BORN on this planet apollo. they were born on Jesusem, the
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headquarters world of Satania. (not related to the word satan). they were transported to earth,
about 38,000 years ago.
and they had nothing to do with the history of these people in this one small area 2000+ years
ago. In fact these Hebrews, the race, were born of one man and two women who survived a crash
landing of a craft 14,000 years ago in what is now western russia. it was a tad cold, their craft
could not be repaired, everyone else was dead and no help came, so they migrated south to
warmer land in what is now called Palestine today. They were far advanced spiritually and of DNA
than was man in that region at the time and they knew this and did not marry with the existing
races at that time. So they founded a new race of people on this world they were from Hebra.
that is the whole story beloveds of that small group of people. by the time 12,000 Years passed so
the story changed over those years and the teachings they gave to their progeny were corrupted
over time.
Several ones came to help them over those long years from Pleiades. One of those was Moses.
When Moses left with the slaves to help them home, he was guided by a craft and the manna was
provided from craft to sustain the people. it took more like 40 months than 40 years.
The sea was parted by a craft. The 10 commandments, there were more but some are lost, were
given not by a burning bush but from craft. And people from Pleiades (thiaoouba) fried Sodom and
Gomorrah too by the way. These folks on craft survived in stories as the LORD GOD. People, the
fAther, God, whatever is SPIRIT. His SONS DO THE WORK NO HIM. OK.
People from other worlds have been colonizing this planet since the days of the dinosaurs. That is
why there are human remains with the dinosaur remains. Humans in various body types travel all
over the creation, OK.
The big bossy God, is the hierarchy. the creation IS ruled by method of government folks. There
are over 300 billlion "heavens" and about 5.6 trillion inhabited evolutionary worlds like earth. we
are not special here.
so the story of the old testament is a rendering of this one race started from one man and his two
wives. OK. That is their creation story. They apparently forgot the ancestry over 14,000 years and
a a great flood and a probably a magnetic pole reversal. their history is not accurate and you ones
think a lot of the god stuff in the OT is written by god himself. or at least babysat by a holy spirit
dude. NO so. It is a confused history of a confused people and you ones keep up the confusion
here! Isn't it becoming obvious after all these years you one work here on glp alone? Your own
churches full of shit teachings and falsehoods and then you ones, including OP here, say get it
straight or you go to hell!
God doesnt' give a fat fuck if you know the history of Jesus and Mary M or not. He give a
fat fuck about your works and your heart. Nothing more, nothing less. Jesus cannot save
you. and you don't want a god who will send you to hell because you don't understand
some piece of minute history of a confused people.
You are here to grow your souls knowledge, to learn to live each day in a holy manner and to take
responsibility for all you create. Few of you are having your first life here. You are not made into a
god by a single life.
yes I said made into a god, for it is the will of the Father that you become like him, having all
knowledge and you most certainly do not obtain all knowledge in a short life time of under 100
years, or any lifetime. Learning will go on in fact for all of eternity for you. there will always be
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changes and issues.
Michael of Nebadon, the Father of Nebadon, and ruler of 3.8 million planets plus the heaven
worlds of Nebadon, doens't know it all. He is still learning.
Now, get about growing yourself and stop this bullshit of telling people they go to hell if they don't
get the story of Mary and Jesus right and like shit. It doesn't matter.
What you ARE matters. What you are becoming matters. Your works matter. Heaven is open to
you if you never heard the name Jesus and his name was not Jesus, Paul (Saul) made it up.
Please start growing your spirits. for that IS important. there is NO hell fire, but there are more
nasty planets you can live on if you remain nasty. Ponder that one. Heaven is PLANETS people.
Just getter planets than this one.
this is a prison ward for thugs of all kinds. MIchael of Nebadon came to open the prison doors, but
you must walk thru them. there are 10 billion galactic thugs and fallen angels on this prison world.
he came to offer his hand, to forgive you, to welcome you home. but only YOU can take that
journey.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You are soooo off that it's sad. Everything you have stated is lies, all lies. Not even as believable
as harry potter.
Pray for guidance, and if you really think you talk to jesus on a spaceship, see a doctor. You
spread out right lies.
Quoting: Evan03

No I do not, and even what I have posted in this thread which is truth, is also ancient history and
where are your MODERN WORKS NOW? NONE of this Matters. And the above quoted post,
EVan 03, is absolutely true. And the only Hell is the one the people living on this planet HAVE
CREATED. YOU ALL JOINTLY CREATED THIS HELL WORLD. WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO
OPEN YOUR PRISON DOORS???? In god's realms you EARN YOUR WAY OUT OF PRISOn
and those that have not are going to other prison worlds as only the almost possible maybe elect
get to stay on this world.
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
08/31/2011 08:34 AM
HilosPP struck a nerve in this thread...Good
I hope it hurts REAL bad.
You will suffer.
You will be confused.
And if you overcome, you will attain the ultimate enlightenment.
"To him that overcomes, I will grant to eat of the tree of life in the paradise of God"

-- AH- Candace GLP # 17 -- page. 55

Trust me I did'nt want to believe it for the longest time, because I was in darkness. No more...
"knowledge shall increase"
"You will see signs in the heavens"
"I am the first and the last, I died, and behold I am alive forevermore."
"But to those who hate me, they will dig their own pit that burns with fire."
"The words of him who holds the 7 stars, and walks in the midst of the 7 golden lampstands.

Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
08/31/2011 08:48 AM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220

That's right baby we shine like the sun.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/31/2011 10:57 AM

No, He didn't the truth was kept from Him, imagine if the Magi wouldn't have showed, how would a
baby just know from birth. The magi were there but the truth was kept from Him to keep Him safe
until he was of proper age.
Quoting: HilosPP

so does the reincarnated eve know who she is? when did he find out who he was?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

She know who She is, and He found out a couple months ago.
Quoting: HilosPP
whoever YOU are talking about it's NOT Jesus, it's not Nada, (Mary M) its not eve, and Jesus
didn't spend 30 years in a hell that does not exist. except the period of HELL call this earth 2000
years ago. You are mocking his life and mission and KNOW HIM NOT AT ALL nor the mission to
this sick sad low grade world.
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I am loosing hope this world is going to get the message and change itself. at least this country is
not changing itself. when are you ones going to do something of merit as large groups? He was a
student of what mysteries, became a Magus. Really now. he was MIchael of Nebadon and Esu
Immanuel, and they came to the prisoners of this world and taught and set in place all sorts of
stuff and still the people of this world flounder and will not grow up into cosmic citizens.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You just posted you talk to Jesus on the spaceship He lives on and I'm mocking His Life? Adam
and Eve were not figurative characters, they were real Beings with Real Spirits and they will Reign
For Eternity as The Mother and Father of Heaven.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/31/2011 10:59 AM

That's right baby we shine like the sun.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
08/31/2011 11:19 AM
Uhhh, yeah no he does not need a 'space ship'.
If the heavens are at his feet.. oh screw it.
Cmon now, sounds like the ramblings of someone who can not detach themselves from material.
Moving on..
'The meek shall inherit the Earth'
Know what that means? No room for the slimy snake savages, yep I know who you are. Time to
GTFO

False prophets? It is your own mouth that condemns you. Like it was written..
"It is not what goes into a man's mouth that defiles him, but what comes out of it."
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"The scriptures are dead"
Follow the living word, and spiritual temple it is the only way.
So praise the Lord so far he is pitching a shut out, and a perfect game..
yeah baby woooo.
[link to img13.imageshack.us]
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/31/2011 11:23 AM

Uhhh, yeah no he does not need a 'space ship'.
If the heavens are at his feet.. oh screw it.
Cmon now, sounds like the ramblings of someone who can not detach themselves from material.
Moving on..
'The meek shall inherit the Earth'
Know what that means? No room for the slimy snake savages, yep I know who you are. Time to
GTFO

False prophets? It is your own mouth that condemns you. Like it was written..
"It is not what goes into a man's mouth that defiles him, but what comes out of it."
"The scriptures are dead"
Follow the living word, and spiritual temple it is the only way.
So praise the Lord so far he is pitching a shut out, and a perfect game..
yeah baby woooo.
[link to img13.imageshack.us]
Quoting: Vindicator

Sweet Pic, funny how people didn't even know Jesus liked being called Phoenix, but what is He if
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not a Phoenix, the power of Self-Resurrection, ashes rising from the Phoenix. Thank You You
seem to be in a good mood this morning :P
wildhoney
User ID: 1529337
Spain
08/31/2011 11:31 AM

HilosPP struck a nerve in this thread...Good
I hope it hurts REAL bad.
You will suffer.
You will be confused.
And if you overcome, you will attain the ultimate enlightenment.
"To him that overcomes, I will grant to eat of the tree of life in the paradise of God"
Trust me I did'nt want to believe it for the longest time, because I was in darkness. No more...
"knowledge shall increase"
"You will see signs in the heavens"
"I am the first and the last, I died, and behold I am alive forevermore."
"But to those who hate me, they will dig their own pit that burns with fire."
"The words of him who holds the 7 stars, and walks in the midst of the 7 golden lampstands.

Quoting: Vindicator
Hurt? why should it hurt? those of us that really love Jesus dont care about human speculations
wether true or false..because He is so much more
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
08/31/2011 11:32 AM
Yep, for the past few days or so I have been in rare form. It's all coming together, can't wait for the
curtain to go SPLIT! :D
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I've reached out to as many as I could, but I'm afraid most of what I said to folks around me was
greeted with blank stares.
Ah well. "Few enter by the narrow gate"
It hurts because my own family does not 'get it' so to speak.
And you can't force them, and they don't 'get me' whatsoever lol. But such is life.
wildhoney
User ID: 1529337
Spain
08/31/2011 11:32 AM

because YOU cant take away who He is and What He did..and thats a tough one isnt it? deal with
it
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
08/31/2011 11:35 AM
because YOU cant take away who He is and What He did..and thats a tough one isnt it? deal with
it
Quoting: wildhoney

Nope my family seriously lacks vision, they are not very religious nor spiritual to begin with.
"What is flesh belongs to the flesh, and what is spirit is spirit"
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/31/2011 11:38 AM

HilosPP struck a nerve in this thread...Good
I hope it hurts REAL bad.
You will suffer.
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You will be confused.
And if you overcome, you will attain the ultimate enlightenment.
"To him that overcomes, I will grant to eat of the tree of life in the paradise of God"
Trust me I did'nt want to believe it for the longest time, because I was in darkness. No more...
"knowledge shall increase"
"You will see signs in the heavens"
"I am the first and the last, I died, and behold I am alive forevermore."
"But to those who hate me, they will dig their own pit that burns with fire."
"The words of him who holds the 7 stars, and walks in the midst of the 7 golden lampstands.

Quoting: Vindicator
Hurt? why should it hurt? those of us that really love Jesus dont care about human
speculations wether true or false..because He is so much more
Quoting: wildhoney

That's odd because it seems to me Jesus cared so much for humans that He not only died but
was crucified for them.
wildhoney
User ID: 1529337
Spain
08/31/2011 11:40 AM

HilosPP struck a nerve in this thread...Good
I hope it hurts REAL bad.
You will suffer.
You will be confused.
And if you overcome, you will attain the ultimate enlightenment.
"To him that overcomes, I will grant to eat of the tree of life in the paradise of God"
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Trust me I did'nt want to believe it for the longest time, because I was in darkness. No more...
"knowledge shall increase"
"You will see signs in the heavens"
"I am the first and the last, I died, and behold I am alive forevermore."
"But to those who hate me, they will dig their own pit that burns with fire."
"The words of him who holds the 7 stars, and walks in the midst of the 7 golden lampstands.

Quoting: Vindicator
Hurt? why should it hurt? those of us that really love Jesus dont care about human
speculations wether true or false..because He is so much more
Quoting: wildhoney

That's odd because it seems to me Jesus cared so much for humans that He not only died but
was crucified for them.
Quoting: HilosPP

but not about gossip
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/31/2011 11:40 AM

Yep, for the past few days or so I have been in rare form. It's all coming together, can't wait for the
curtain to go SPLIT! :D
I've reached out to as many as I could, but I'm afraid most of what I said to folks around me was
greeted with blank stares.
Ah well. "Few enter by the narrow gate"
It hurts because my own family does not 'get it' so to speak.
And you can't force them, and they don't 'get me' whatsoever lol. But such is life.
Quoting: Vindicator

Haha, ya I'm thinking we should add Noah's Arc Complex to the list of psychological disorders in
Light of recent events. :P
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HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/31/2011 11:41 AM

HilosPP struck a nerve in this thread...Good
I hope it hurts REAL bad.
You will suffer.
You will be confused.
And if you overcome, you will attain the ultimate enlightenment.
"To him that overcomes, I will grant to eat of the tree of life in the paradise of God"
Trust me I did'nt want to believe it for the longest time, because I was in darkness. No more...
"knowledge shall increase"
"You will see signs in the heavens"
"I am the first and the last, I died, and behold I am alive forevermore."
"But to those who hate me, they will dig their own pit that burns with fire."
"The words of him who holds the 7 stars, and walks in the midst of the 7 golden lampstands.

Quoting: Vindicator
Hurt? why should it hurt? those of us that really love Jesus dont care about human
speculations wether true or false..because He is so much more
Quoting: wildhoney

That's odd because it seems to me Jesus cared so much for humans that He not only died but
was crucified for them.
Quoting: HilosPP

but not about gossip
Quoting: wildhoney
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It was a direct result of Gossip, those who loved Him spread His fame in and according matter.
The Sanhedrin and The Pharisees did likewise as well but with the intention of having Him
arrested and eventually crucified when they saw they couldn't stop Him, even if He was
incarcerated.
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
08/31/2011 11:47 AM
Yeah and they tried to trap him a few times in his words, of course you know they failed lol.
And so... "They dared not ask him questions again"
Yeah I BET they did not.
Remember Jesus shook things up BIG TIME, that is why they sought to arrest him/silence him.
For the sake of worldly policy. Sounds familiar does'nt it?
Mickeyblue
User ID: 1529356
United States
08/31/2011 11:51 AM
No the bible does not promote that Mary M was a whore.
If you deny the immaculate c onception you still have His ressurection with which to deal.
You are in a no win position and for the life of me I cannot fathom why you would want it
thusly???????
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/31/2011 12:44 PM

No the bible does not promote that Mary M was a whore.
If you deny the immaculate c onception you still have His ressurection with which to deal.
You are in a no win position and for the life of me I cannot fathom why you would want it
thusly???????
Quoting: Mickeyblue 1529356

You are right, it does not, but it is common place that the woman from the parable which stated
"Let him who is without Sin cast the first stone," is Mary Magdalene. But I still do not understand
what exactly you are trying to say, care to clarify?
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HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/31/2011 12:45 PM

Yeah and they tried to trap him a few times in his words, of course you know they failed lol.
And so... "They dared not ask him questions again"
Yeah I BET they did not.
Remember Jesus shook things up BIG TIME, that is why they sought to arrest him/silence him.
For the sake of worldly policy. Sounds familiar does'nt it?
Quoting: Vindicator

Definately sounds familiar, wonder what He could have done with a lap top, if He had one than.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/31/2011 12:49 PM

No the bible does not promote that Mary M was a whore.
If you deny the immaculate c onception you still have His ressurection with which to deal.
You are in a no win position and for the life of me I cannot fathom why you would want it
thusly???????
Quoting: Mickeyblue 1529356

there was NO resurrection. He did NO DIE IN THE FIRST PLACE. He went to India after he left
the grave. This was an attempted Murder, he did not die for anyone, and so after he survived he
got the hell out of that place. and lived another roughly 80 years.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/31/2011 12:50 PM
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 880792
United States
08/31/2011 12:51 PM
HilosPP struck a nerve in this thread...Good
I hope it hurts REAL bad.
You will suffer.
You will be confused.
And if you overcome, you will attain the ultimate enlightenment.
"To him that overcomes, I will grant to eat of the tree of life in the paradise of God"
Trust me I did'nt want to believe it for the longest time, because I
Quoting: Vindicator

Hey HilosPP question, will they take him away when they formally tell him? So then In revelations
when the lambs wedding occurs it's Jesus & mary's wedding then?
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/31/2011 12:59 PM

Hey HilosPP question, will they take him away when they formally tell him? So then In revelations
when the lambs wedding occurs it's Jesus & mary's wedding then?
Quoting: wildhoney

Yes this is the wedding which is spoken of in Revelation and He will have to go into training, as
His identity was held from Him, so to was His Sacred Knowledge.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/31/2011 12:59 PM
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No the bible does not promote that Mary M was a whore.
If you deny the immaculate c onception you still have His ressurection with which to deal.
You are in a no win position and for the life of me I cannot fathom why you would want it
thusly???????
Quoting: Mickeyblue 1529356

there was NO resurrection. He did NO DIE IN THE FIRST PLACE. He went to India after he left
the grave. This was an attempted Murder, he did not die for anyone, and so after he survived he
got the hell out of that place. and lived another roughly 80 years.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Haha, now you have the audacity to defile His Resurrection?
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/31/2011 01:15 PM

No the bible does not promote that Mary M was a whore.
If you deny the immaculate c onception you still have His ressurection with which to deal.
You are in a no win position and for the life of me I cannot fathom why you would want it
thusly???????
Quoting: Mickeyblue 1529356

there was NO resurrection. He did NO DIE IN THE FIRST PLACE. He went to India after he left
the grave. This was an attempted Murder, he did not die for anyone, and so after he survived he
got the hell out of that place. and lived another roughly 80 years.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Haha, now you have the audacity to defile His Resurrection?
Quoting: HilosPP
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Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/31/2011 02:09 PM

OP and others, This is a great site for spiritual material and to those liking to get green brownie
points for postings over 50%, don't even because THIS SITE OF GOD MATERIAL places exactly
NO Copy right restrictions and there will never be a law suit against GLP for the whole thing being
here. These pieces are from various HOSTS OF HEAVEN here for the 2nd coming process.
Soltec is a geophysicist engaged in watching the earth changes. He is also a great spiritual
teacher. He is real, I know him personally. "Jesus" (as Esu Sananda) also has teachings on this
site. enjoy. This material is part of that NEW and VaLid WORD PROMISED in your very bible
someplace. check it out.
[link to www.wisdomoftherays.com]
Look Within And Tap The Awesome Power Of ONE
12/29/00 - Ceres Anthonious ―Toniose‖ Soltec
Good afternoon, my scribe. It is I, Ceres Anthonious ―Toniose‖ Soltec, come in the Radiant One
Light of Creator Source. Be at peace and be still.
Much is happening all over your world in terms of geological activity. Many of you have noted the
recent flair-up in volcanic activity along the eastern edge of the Pacific ―Ring of Fire‖, as well as
what seems to be a flurry of sizable earthquake activity that seems to intensify and then quiet
down to almost nothing.
Your planet is continuing to cleanse Herself of the negativity that has been allowed to fester and
grow as a result of the neglect and destruction caused by the ones who should be the caretakers
of the planet. Man has ravaged and plundered this life-giving orb to an ever-increasing level and,
for the most part, does NOT realize what the longterm effects of those actions will be.
You cannot, for example, continue to pump crude oil from the ground, at an ever-increasing rate,
and expect your planetary orb to sit and do nothing. This would be like you sitting and allowing
thousands of mosquitoes to continually feast upon you, and suck fluids from your body, while you
sit by and do nothing.
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Just as your body automatically fights off infection as a natural course of instinctual survival, so
too does your planetary orb have such capabilities of cleansing and renewing.
Many an advocate for your world has spoken up on behalf of your planet. These are ones who are
environmental scientists, geologists, and such who, through careful study and rigorous
calculations, have seen what the longterm effects will be if you continue to ravage the planet‘s
natural resources. These ones often try to come up with alternative fuels—such as burning the
garbage that currently just gets buried in the ground in most areas, or using more solar and wind
technologies—and that is fine, as far as it goes.
There ARE magnificent alternative energy sources available to your world. These technologies
are continually and rigorously suppressed by your world governments and energy brokers—under
instructions from the so-called ―elite‖ controllers of your planet.
The underlying reason for suppression is their perceived need to maintain control over you-thepeople. However, greed and lust for material wealth runs a close second. These few are the ones
who control OPEC and such. These few care very little about the overall well-being of your planet,
and for the most part they simply view Her as a large lifeless rock.
This is so far from the actual truth of the matter that one is left to ponder the sad state of
ignorance your world functions within.
Though from your perspective massive earthquakes may be terrifying, from a viewpoint of Mother
Earth they often come as a source of great relief. Can you muster within yourself some
compassion for your life-giving orb?
Will you be understanding if Her waters, with their healing properties, are shifted to cover the land
you now dwell upon so that she might continue longer?
Or, would you rather she experience a slow, painful death, wherein the end result would be a
totally uninhabitable planet for human life?
Again: The blood within your body is a ―natural resource‖ of energy for the mosquito. How much
would you allow to be sucked out before you decide to do something like swat, scratch, or shake?
What about the aftermath of infection commonly present after such attacks (those irritating little
red bumps)?
It has ever been our thrust to point out to you ones that ALL IS CONNECTED TO ALL, and that
you and ALL of Creation—which includes all planets, stars, galaxies, and universes, and all life
within them, including the life at atomic levels and beyond—exist within the creative thinking of
God (Creator Source), and therefore are an aspect of God deserving of the utmost respect (Love).
All aspects of Creation serve a purpose, regardless of whether or not you can recognize the unity
in the diversity. In your naïve ignorance, as a species, about your understanding of Creator
Source, you fail in a basic sequence of reasoning.
For instance, though you may not understand the reasons for oil to be in the ground in the first
place, that does NOT mean the oil serves no function or purpose in the overall well-being of your
planet.
Just because you cannot see or understand the reasons for electrons to continually spin around
the nucleus of an atom, and you do not understand what is the source for this ―perpetual energy‖
motion—let alone what the TRUE source of energy is that keeps your planet spinning in orbit
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around your Sun—does NOT mean that it is un-knowable or beyond your influence.
If you alter the structure of an atom enough, it will become unstable and release GREAT amounts
of energy into physical space. From where does this energy come?
Likewise, if you alter the state of your planetary orb enough, it will become unstable to a point of
self destruction. The oil in the ground of your planet serves several purposes, the main purpose
being for orbital stability. Something like in an electrolytic capacitor, the oil acts as an insulating
medium, which helps maintain the proper electrostatic functioning which is critical for Her to
maintain Her proper rotational speed, and thus ultimately remain in a stable orbit.
Dear ones, there are many sources of energy available to you that would NOT require you to
ravage your planet. These energy sources are INFINITE in nature.
There is FREE energy available to you ones, but there are some who live in great fear that their
illusion of power and control would crumble overnight if they were to embrace this technology or
allow the ―common‖ person to be in possession of same. If knowledge is power, then keeping the
masses ignorant keeps the masses weak. This is the premise from which these so-called ―elite‖
controllers operate, and they exercise great effort to squash those who try to educate society with
TRUE knowledge—rather than pseudo-science and intellectualism.
These so-called ―elite‖ controllers are small-minded individuals who see no other purpose in life
than to impart their self-proclaimed ―higher‖ understanding upon the masses for the so-called
―good‖ of humanity—asthey see that good. And this is accomplished through mechanisms of
coercion (mind control) and denial under the assumption that you ―children‖ can‘t conduct your
own lives without their ―expert‖ supervision.
And yet these ones, quite few in actual numbers, cannot be held totally responsible for the destiny
of your world. Why is that? Because YOU have a choice. YOU have a voice. YOU can take action
and speak out. And there are a lot more of YOU than them.
Each one of you, the so-called ―common‖ person, has the ability to make a difference in the
overall games being played on your planet. Do you sit around and do nothing? Have you
educated yourselves about the works of ones such as Nikola Tesla? What have you done to make
your neighborhood a better place in which to live? What about your city, state (province), or
country?
We bear witness that the masses of your world are, for the most part, held frozen with fear, and
hold the belief that they are small and only ―one‖ and cannot be held accountable for the ―stupidity
of mankind‖. Dear ones, for you to sit by and do nothing only speaks of your own ignorance of
who YOU really are and the TRUE POWER of ONE!
Most of you who read these messages are greatly compassionate people. You need not feel guilty
for past years of inaction or various states of ignorance.
The first step is always to educate yourselves and arm yourselves with KNOWLEDGE. As you
gain in knowledge and understanding, you will find it increasingly more difficult to sit by and do
nothing. This is called RESPONSIBILITY. From that point of knowing, understanding, and sense
of responsibility, you will be Guided from within to recognize in what area you would be best
suited to effect a change.
This may very well appear to be a small, localized effort at first, as you begin to apply your
knowledge and test your understanding. Perhaps you are inspired to build a better device for
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recycling plastics. Perhaps you start in your own kitchen or workshop, and that contribution then
spreads to the local community, and then beyond.
With each person to whom you show a better way, you will be multiplying your efforts over and
over again.
This is how ONE person causes a change on a massive scale. It begins with a desire that is born
out of balanced reasoning and determination to find a better way.
If your ideas do not bear fruit, then the most common reason is lack of complete understanding.
This means you need more knowledge. Which means more searching and studying.
What are YOUR areas of expertise? What do you enjoy doing?
If you are an artist, can you not communicate through your artwork a message that will inspire
others to look differently upon Mother Earth so that they might recognize a Greater Truth?
If you are an engineer, can you not strive to increase the efficiency of your devices so as to set a
new standard by which all future similar devices must strive to attain?
If you are a housewife who raises children, can you not seek out creative uses for recycling
common household garbage?
If you are retired and feeling at the end of your life, can you not speak to younger ones and inspire
them to do more with their life? Or perhaps you could write letters to editors of small local
newspapers and intelligently state your concerns for the well-being of the planet you will be
leaving to your grandchildren?
Again I state: For the most part, the general population of your world is in a state of paralysis,
thinking that they cannot DO anything about the current state of the world.
Next time you read a story, or watch on your television a story, of an individual who goes out and
makes a difference, and as a result gathers national media attention for doing so, I would like for
you to remember these words and think to yourself: ―THERE IS THE POWER OF ONE!‖
Know that you are created with infinite ability to create and to express the power of God. You ARE
a co-creator, with infinite energy available to you. YOU can make a difference in this world when
your determination to do so has been aroused.
Go forth and be heard!
Never be fearful to speak your truth and understanding to another. If your truth is challenged, then
be well armed with knowledge and understanding—so that you can even explain your truth to a
child, if need be, with the confidence that the child will understand you.
There is truly no greater gift you can offer to your world than a good, strong EXAMPLE for people
to observe.
Walk the walk, but do so in balance and reason, and remember to keep the highest ideal of
Creator Source in mind as you do so. Have compassion for the ones who ridicule you for being
different. These ones will often be the closest to waking up, and thus are caused to feel
embarrassment as you will inevitably be showing them how productive they COULD be—if they
got up off the couch and turned off the television long enough to really see what is going on in the
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world.
Be persistent and hold your desire firmly in mind and allow the ―doors‖ you knock on to open up
for you. Seek and you shall find that which your heart longs to bring forth and express to the
world.
I am Ceres Anthonious ―Toniose‖ Soltec, come as a member of the Host of God and the Lighted
Brotherhood. May you forever be striving to make your world a better place than when you
arrived, and may all your endeavors be uplifting experiences that leave happiness and joy in the
hearts of all you touch.
God bless you all.
In Light and Love, Salu.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/31/2011 02:11 PM
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/31/2011 03:57 PM

God bless you all.
In Light and Love, Salu.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

All you know of Jesus are the lies bred of The Great Deceiver.
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
08/31/2011 04:12 PM
Light and Darkness, life and death, right and left, are brothers of one another. They are
inseparable. Because of this neither are the good good, nor evil evil, nor is life life, nor
death death. For this reason each one will dissolve into its earliest origin. But those who
are exalted above the world are indissoluble, eternal.
Christ came to ransom some, to save others, to redeem others. He ransomed those who
were strangers and made them his own. And he set his own apart, those whom he gave as
a pledge according to his plan. It was not only when he appeared that he voluntarily laid
down his life, but he voluntarily laid down his life from the very day the world came into
being. Then he came first in order to take it, since it had been given as a pledge. It fell into
the hands of robbers and was taken captive, but he saved it. He redeemed the good people
in the world as well as the evil.
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HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
08/31/2011 04:18 PM

Light and Darkness, life and death, right and left, are brothers of one another. They are
inseparable. Because of this neither are the good good, nor evil evil, nor is life life, nor
death death. For this reason each one will dissolve into its earliest origin. But those who
are exalted above the world are indissoluble, eternal.
Christ came to ransom some, to save others, to redeem others. He ransomed those who
were strangers and made them his own. And he set his own apart, those whom he gave as
a pledge according to his plan. It was not only when he appeared that he voluntarily laid
down his life, but he voluntarily laid down his life from the very day the world came into
being. Then he came first in order to take it, since it had been given as a pledge. It fell into
the hands of robbers and was taken captive, but he saved it. He redeemed the good people
in the world as well as the evil.
Quoting: Vindicator

"God is Good and there is no Evil thing in Him." The world is consumed by Evil, Lust of Power and
War.
How does the above apply to your statement? Specifically, the part I have highlighted.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/31/2011 07:30 PM

Light and Darkness, life and death, right and left, are brothers of one another. They are
inseparable. Because of this neither are the good good, nor evil evil, nor is life life, nor
death death. For this reason each one will dissolve into its earliest origin. But those who
are exalted above the world are indissoluble, eternal.
Christ came to ransom some, to save others, to redeem others. He ransomed those who
were strangers and made them his own. And he set his own apart, those whom he gave as
a pledge according to his plan. It was not only when he appeared that he voluntarily laid
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down his life, but he voluntarily laid down his life from the very day the world came into
being. Then he came first in order to take it, since it had been given as a pledge. It fell into
the hands of robbers and was taken captive, but he saved it. He redeemed the good people
in the world as well as the evil.
Quoting: Vindicator

This is all christian goo, not one word is true. I happen to be in partnership with the returned christ,
I run the ground portion of the global 2nd coming organization we created together. NONE OF
THE ABOVE IS TRUE. He did not die, he simply lived as it occurred. they did not nail people to
the cross back then, but they nailed HIM to it.
His own apart is anybody trying to walk IN GOD"S shoes, and it matter NOT the religion. He did
NOT start this horrible religion that has been used for such great destruction back then, in the
middle ages, and NOW. It has NOT stopped, the use of you ones to serve the dark brothers.
Proof is that you in american churches have not stopped the genocide in the middle east since
911, you have not exposed 911, you allow these thugs who have dual citizenships in Israel run
this country, you will not attempt to end the pollution and tons of other issues your churches could
be taking part in.
All this ancient stuff does NOT matter. What matters NOW is how you find the world you are living
in at this time and how you interact in this world. Any one truly coming from God consciousness
has never started a religion on this world or any other world graced by avatars are various
appropriate times in their histories.
You ones are kept arguing with the person down the street in another church. I have seen this
here and all around where I live. evangelical churches that virtually match, their ministers will say
they have a better church than the next evangelical church. They keep you from walking in god's
shoes to make this world RIGHT. You ones rarely know right from wrong in this world because of
this. I have been threatened with hellfire so often in my life it makes me want to vomit.
ALL HUMAN BEINGS are children of God, and the avatar who visited any particular culture came
to them for a reason. Jesus visited the very confused people in that area of the world at that time,
for one particularly big reasons, it was the return of Nibiru (your star of bethlehem) and that is
where Nibiru folk did business. Nibiru is not here now , nor well it ever be again.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/31/2011 07:41 PM
ETemissary
User ID: 1488595
United States
08/31/2011 07:36 PM
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OP and others, This is a great site for spiritual material and to those liking to get green brownie
points for postings over 50%, don't even because THIS SITE OF GOD MATERIAL places exactly
NO Copy right restrictions and there will never be a law suit against GLP for the whole thing being
here. These pieces are from various HOSTS OF HEAVEN here for the 2nd coming process.
Soltec is a geophysicist engaged in watching the earth changes. He is also a great spiritual
teacher. He is real, I know him personally. "Jesus" (as Esu Sananda) also has teachings on this
site. enjoy. This material is part of that NEW and VaLid WORD PROMISED in your very bible
someplace. check it out.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

'dear one'/'beloved' NiP...
i have news for you:
NONE of your sources of information are from god or any benevolent beings...
you are NOT in contact with the normal benevolent evolved Soul known as 'jesus' ...
you are being misled by negative beings who like to 'play' god... the False-gods..
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1529724
Germany
08/31/2011 07:41 PM
There was a Star shining in the sky when
Quoting: HilosPP

you saw it or what? idiot.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/31/2011 07:42 PM

OP and others, This is a great site for spiritual material and to those liking to get green brownie
points for postings over 50%, don't even because THIS SITE OF GOD MATERIAL places exactly
NO Copy right restrictions and there will never be a law suit against GLP for the whole thing being
here. These pieces are from various HOSTS OF HEAVEN here for the 2nd coming process.
Soltec is a geophysicist engaged in watching the earth changes. He is also a great spiritual
teacher. He is real, I know him personally. "Jesus" (as Esu Sananda) also has teachings on this
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site. enjoy. This material is part of that NEW and VaLid WORD PROMISED in your very bible
someplace. check it out.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

'dear one'/'beloved' NiP...
i have news for you:
NONE of your sources of information are from god or any benevolent beings...
you are NOT in contact with the normal benevolent evolved Soul known as 'jesus' ...
you are being misled by negative beings who like to 'play' god... the False-gods..
Quoting: ETemissary

Oh Yes I am, ET and I KNOW I AM.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 880792
United States
08/31/2011 07:42 PM
Hey HilosPP question, will they take him away when they formally tell him? So then In revelations
when the lambs wedding occurs it's Jesus & mary's wedding then?

Yes this is the wedding which is spoken of in Revelation and He will have to go into training, as
His identity was held from Him, so to was His Sacred Knowledge.
Ok so what kind of training? And what about Mary I know it says in revelations that she has made
herself ready so how does she make herself ready by purifying herself? And how
ETemissary
User ID: 1488595
United States
08/31/2011 07:47 PM

Oh Yes I am, ET and I KNOW I AM.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

& i KNOW your Not...
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it is time to grow up & set-aside the Ego..
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1501005
United States
08/31/2011 09:07 PM
Light and Darkness, life and death, right and left, are brothers of one another. They are
inseparable. Because of this neither are the good good, nor evil evil, nor is life life, nor
death death. For this reason each one will dissolve into its earliest origin. But those who
are exalted above the world are indissoluble, eternal.
Christ came to ransom some, to save others, to redeem others. He ransomed those who
were strangers and made them his own. And he set his own apart, those whom he gave as
a pledge according to his plan. It was not only when he appeared that he voluntarily laid
down his life, but he voluntarily laid down his life from the very day the world came into
being. Then he came first in order to take it, since it had been given as a pledge. It fell into
the hands of robbers and was taken captive, but he saved it. He redeemed the good people
in the world as well as the evil.
Quoting: Vindicator

"God is Good and there is no Evil thing in Him." The world is consumed by Evil, Lust of Power and
War.
How does the above apply to your statement? Specifically, the part I have highlighted.
Quoting: HilosPP

Ok so what kind of training? And what about Mary I know it says in revelations that she has made
herself ready so how does she make herself ready by purifying herself? And how
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
08/31/2011 11:55 PM
Light and Darkness, life and death, right and left, are brothers of one another. They are
inseparable. Because of this neither are the good good, nor evil evil, nor is life life, nor
death death. For this reason each one will dissolve into its earliest origin. But those who
are exalted above the world are indissoluble, eternal.
Christ came to ransom some, to save others, to redeem others. He ransomed those who
were strangers and made them his own. And he set his own apart, those whom he gave as
a pledge according to his plan. It was not only when he appeared that he voluntarily laid
down his life, but he voluntarily laid down his life from the very day the world came into
being. Then he came first in order to take it, since it had been given as a pledge. It fell into
the hands of robbers and was taken captive, but he saved it. He redeemed the good people
in the world as well as the evil.
Quoting: Vindicator
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"God is Good and there is no Evil thing in Him." The world is consumed by Evil, Lust of Power and
War.
How does the above apply to your statement? Specifically, the part I have highlighted.
Quoting: HilosPP

"God is Good and there is no evil thing in him"
I agree with that. The above quote comes from the gospel of Philip. To me it is referring to those
in this world who have 'overcome' and who the apostles call 'the right and the left.' This is duality,
duality = the serpent, one must overcome the serpent's power to attain the 'Kingdom." Hence,
Exalted above the world. God sends no one to hell or heaven, the judgement is universal. It is a
perfect universe, once you understand both the "right" and the "left"
But of course, one must choose to follow 'the path' through the 'narrow gate' and it is difficult as
the Serpent's power is immense(obviously lol) But overcome, and you will find the kingdom right
here and now as speak. It will be made manifest before your eyes.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1462753
Australia
08/31/2011 11:58 PM
Mary was FROM Magdela. And she was NOT a prostitute. Its another Mary.
Jesus DID NOT have sex - blasephemous!
He was Tempted in all things like us, we failed, He did not.
The Cross was for a PURE SINLESS ATONEMENT.
Get off the pot OP
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
09/01/2011 12:02 AM
Then one realizes their really is no 'duality' nor does the Serpent hold any real 'power'. Only power
of illusion, that God is infinitely merciful and all things will eventually return to him in the Aeon.
After all, if God created all things, this includes the Serpent, and he too has a specific purpose and
a hand in all creation. Otherwise why would God create the concept of the Serpent?
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
09/01/2011 12:15 AM
An All Knowing creator perceives his plan from beginning to end, who are we to judge? Once you
overcome, 'sin' is no more. 'Sin' comes from fornication, therefore...The bridal chamber is
reserved for virgins and free men. Check it out:
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If the woman had not separated from the man, she should not die with the man. His separation
became the beginning of death. Because of this, Christ came to repair the separation, which was
from the beginning, and again unite the two, and to give life to those who died as a result of the
separation, and unite them. But the woman is united to her husband in the bridal chamber.
Indeed, those who have united in the bridal chamber will no longer be separated. Thus Eve
separated from Adam because it was not in the bridal chamber that she united with him.
It's not me saying it baby.
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
09/01/2011 12:17 AM
Also:
There are two trees growing in Paradise. The one bears animals, the other bears men.
Adam ate from the tree which bore animals. He became an animal and he brought forth
animals. For this reason the children of Adam worship animals. The tree [...] fruit is [...]
increased. [...] ate the [...] fruit of the [...] bears men, [...] man. [...] God created man. [...]
men create God. That is the way it is in the world - men make gods and worship their
creation. It would be fitting for the gods to worship men!
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
09/01/2011 12:24 AM
Indeed, one must utter a mystery. The Father of everything united with the virgin who came
down, and a fire shone for him on that day. He appeared in the great bridal chamber.
Therefore his body came into being on that very day. It left the bridal chamber as one who
came into being from the bridegroom and the bride. So Jesus established everything in it
through these. It is fitting for each of the disciples to enter into his rest.
Adam came into being from two virgins, from the Spirit and from the virgin earth. Christ
therefore, was born from a virgin to rectify the Fall which occurred in the beginning.
Last Edited by Vindicator on 09/01/2011 12:27 AM
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
09/01/2011 10:08 AM

Then one realizes their really is no 'duality' nor does the Serpent hold any real 'power'. Only power
of illusion, that God is infinitely merciful and all things will eventually return to him in the Aeon.
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After all, if God created all things, this includes the Serpent, and he too has a specific purpose and
a hand in all creation. Otherwise why would God create the concept of the Serpent?
Quoting: Vindicator

Are you implying God created Evil?
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
09/01/2011 10:20 AM

Then one realizes their really is no 'duality' nor does the Serpent hold any real 'power'. Only power
of illusion, that God is infinitely merciful and all things will eventually return to him in the Aeon.
After all, if God created all things, this includes the Serpent, and he too has a specific purpose and
a hand in all creation. Otherwise why would God create the concept of the Serpent?
Quoting: Vindicator

Are you implying God created Evil?
Quoting: HilosPP

It is obvious both Good and Evil exist in the world, how can you claim God created everything
than? How could God create Evil if He is Good and there is no Evil thing in Him? This is another
lie perpetuated by those who are still hidden behind the veil.
wildhoney
User ID: 1530830
Spain
09/01/2011 11:17 AM

Yes this is the wedding which is spoken of in Revelation and He will have to go into training, as
His identity was held from Him, so to was His Sacred Knowledge.
Quoting: HilosPP

I didnt ask that question..why does it appear as my quote?
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
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United States
09/01/2011 11:20 AM

I didnt ask that question..why does it appear as my quote?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 880792

Think the website still has some bugs when quoting more than one person.
IamThemystery
User ID: 1277437
United States
09/01/2011 11:42 AM
Light and Darkness, life and death, right and left, are brothers of one another. They are
inseparable. Because of this neither are the good good, nor evil evil, nor is life life, nor
death death. For this reason each one will dissolve into its earliest origin. But those who
are exalted above the world are indissoluble, eternal.
Christ came to ransom some, to save others, to redeem others. He ransomed those who
were strangers and made them his own. And he set his own apart, those whom he gave as
a pledge according to his plan. It was not only when he appeared that he voluntarily laid
down his life, but he voluntarily laid down his life from the very day the world came into
being. Then he came first in order to take it, since it had been given as a pledge. It fell into
the hands of robbers and was taken captive, but he saved it. He redeemed the good people
in the world as well as the evil.
Quoting: Vindicator

"God is Good and there is no Evil thing in Him." The world is consumed by Evil, Lust of Power and
War.
How does the above apply to your statement? Specifically, the part I have highlighted.
Quoting: HilosPP

Ok so what kind of training? And what about Mary I know it says in revelations that she has made
herself ready so how does she make herself ready by purifying herself? And how
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
09/01/2011 12:10 PM
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Light and Darkness, life and death, right and left, are brothers of one another. They are
inseparable. Because of this neither are the good good, nor evil evil, nor is life life, nor
death death. For this reason each one will dissolve into its earliest origin. But those who
are exalted above the world are indissoluble, eternal.
Christ came to ransom some, to save others, to redeem others. He ransomed those who
were strangers and made them his own. And he set his own apart, those whom he gave as
a pledge according to his plan. It was not only when he appeared that he voluntarily laid
down his life, but he voluntarily laid down his life from the very day the world came into
being. Then he came first in order to take it, since it had been given as a pledge. It fell into
the hands of robbers and was taken captive, but he saved it. He redeemed the good people
in the world as well as the evil.
Quoting: Vindicator

"God is Good and there is no Evil thing in Him." The world is consumed by Evil, Lust of Power and
War.
How does the above apply to your statement? Specifically, the part I have highlighted.
Quoting: HilosPP

Ok so what kind of training? And what about Mary I know it says in revelations that she has made
herself ready so how does she make herself ready by purifying herself? And how
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1501005

I'm not sure, unfortunately I have been deemed unworthy of such knowledge
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
09/01/2011 05:22 PM
Then one realizes their really is no 'duality' nor does the Serpent hold any real 'power'. Only power
of illusion, that God is infinitely merciful and all things will eventually return to him in the Aeon.
After all, if God created all things, this includes the Serpent, and he too has a specific purpose and
a hand in all creation. Otherwise why would God create the concept of the Serpent?
Quoting: Vindicator

Are you implying God created Evil?
Quoting: HilosPP

I'm saying God created the Serpent.From Genesis: "Now the Serpent was more subtle than any
other creature the LORD God had made."
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Now obviously, and I am sure you will agree, God perceives EVERYTHING. There is nothing in
the future that is not known.
So he allowed the Serpent to carry out his will, EVEN though he saw through his wicked intentions
since before he even created him. I hope this makes sense. He also knew that the Fall would
occur, yet allowed it to happen. So now you can see the heavy price of the tree of knowledge, it
neither took Adam from evil nor set him in good. So he walks in the 'middle'
This is death. And is the Reason all the children of Adam repeat the same over and over..again
and again
But the cycles will soon end, and we will have perfect absolution across the Board because our
LORD is INFINITELY merciful. For he holds the perfect understanding of all things.
"I am the Alpha AND the OMEGA the beginning and the end, What IS, what WAS, what is to
come."
Whitefeather
User ID: 1449355
United States
09/01/2011 05:26 PM
ummm...actually there are some ancient text that says GOD did not create all things...there were
some lesser Gods that had a hand in creating some things....
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
09/01/2011 05:41 PM
ummm...actually there are some ancient text that says GOD did not create all things...there were
some lesser Gods that had a hand in creating some things....
Quoting: Whitefeather 1449355

God created the 'sons of God' and through his guidance they formed the heavens and Earth. "Let
US make man in OUR image after OUR likeness."
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
09/01/2011 05:47 PM

Then one realizes their really is no 'duality' nor does the Serpent hold any real 'power'. Only power
of illusion, that God is infinitely merciful and all things will eventually return to him in the Aeon.
After all, if God created all things, this includes the Serpent, and he too has a specific purpose and
a hand in all creation. Otherwise why would God create the concept of the Serpent?
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Quoting: Vindicator

Are you implying God created Evil?
Quoting: HilosPP

I'm saying God created the Serpent.From Genesis: "Now the Serpent was more subtle than any
other creature the LORD God had made."
Now obviously, and I am sure you will agree, God perceives EVERYTHING. There is nothing in
the future that is not known.
So he allowed the Serpent to carry out his will, EVEN though he saw through his wicked intentions
since before he even created him. I hope this makes sense. He also knew that the Fall would
occur, yet allowed it to happen. So now you can see the heavy price of the tree of knowledge, it
neither took Adam from evil nor set him in good. So he walks in the 'middle'
This is death. And is the Reason all the children of Adam repeat the same over and over..again
and again
But the cycles will soon end, and we will have perfect absolution across the Board because our
LORD is INFINITELY merciful. For he holds the perfect understanding of all things.
"I am the Alpha AND the OMEGA the beginning and the end, What IS, what WAS, what is to
come."
Quoting: Vindicator

I'm confused, Evil exists and yet you claim God created everything, so how can we say God is
Good having created Evil?
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
09/01/2011 05:49 PM

ummm...actually there are some ancient text that says GOD did not create all things...there were
some lesser Gods that had a hand in creating some things....
Quoting: Whitefeather 1449355

Seems to me God never told the whole truth to anyone, otherwise why does revelation read "And
all that was hidden will be made known."?
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
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09/01/2011 06:04 PM
ummm...actually there are some ancient text that says GOD did not create all things...there were
some lesser Gods that had a hand in creating some things....
Quoting: Whitefeather 1449355

Seems to me God never told the whole truth to anyone, otherwise why does revelation read "And
all that was hidden will be made known."?
Quoting: HilosPP

He sure did'nt, and for good reason, but these are the days when "knowledge will increase" and
"signs in the heavens" hehe. All wisdom comes from Father ALL wisdom, this is what deceived
the Serpent, his great wisdom. Jealousy inflamed his impassioned spirit, and when he beguiled
eve he was punished ON THE SPOT. "You will crawl on the ground and eat dust all the days of
your life" "I will put enmity between you and the Woman, and between your seed and her seed, he
shall bruise your head, and she shall bruise his heel"
To the Woman. "In pain you shall bring forth children, but your desire will be for your husband,
and he shall rule over you."
God is not unjust. The key here is to toss out preconceived notions of God and approach him with
humility and as a child.
This is the only way, any who stand before God with a haughty heart will be brought to shame.
You can't bring your ego with you to the throne.
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
09/01/2011 06:21 PM
To Candace: You claim that I am deceived in my knowledge, trying to walk in God's shoes so to
speak. I only desire to receive the blessing of God and be forgiven, and my only reward is life and
rest. knowledge is why the world is the way it is. Ask yourself, what is knowledge without Love?
what is it to gain the whole world but lose your soul in the process?
I understand your disdain for the evil things in the world, I do. But it will sort itself out, and the
phoenix will come on the Great and Terrible day of the LORD "burning like an oven".
So do not hate the ones who are wicked. Spread love as you have been, for knowledge will surely
increase in the coming days to the point of being overwhelming, thus the error will be known, then
we shall have peace. I love you, and I am not ur average "Christian" hehe.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
09/01/2011 11:41 PM
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To Candace: You claim that I am deceived in my knowledge, trying to walk in God's shoes so to
speak. I only desire to receive the blessing of God and be forgiven, and my only reward is life and
rest. knowledge is why the world is the way it is. Ask yourself, what is knowledge without Love?
what is it to gain the whole world but lose your soul in the process?
I understand your disdain for the evil things in the world, I do. But it will sort itself out, and the
phoenix will come on the Great and Terrible day of the LORD "burning like an oven".
So do not hate the ones who are wicked. Spread love as you have been, for knowledge will surely
increase in the coming days to the point of being overwhelming, thus the error will be known, then
we shall have peace. I love you, and I am not ur average "Christian" hehe.
Quoting: Vindicator

YOu need blessings and forgiveness, what ever for? the god within YOU forgives you, not some
God up in the sky. You bless yourself, NOT so god up in the sky. YOU ARE A FRAGMENT OF
GOD, a SON OF GOD. God is YOUR FATHER. You need no blessings except those you bestow
upon yourself and OTHERS.
Blessings come to you when YOU SERVE. They come to you from the MOTHER PLANET UPON
which you live when you bless her and don't use and abuse her. when you give back to HER, both
to her body and to your children, and all life on this world are her children, from the planets on up,
from the air on up. From the water.
Walking in god's shoes by DOING HIS WORK, feeding the poor, exposing 911, and so on and so
forth, exposing taxation, all of that, is what brings blessings and great satisfaction in life. I am in
fact refreshed today for doing some volunteer work away from this work.
the evil of this world will never ever sort itself out. It does not do that. Evil uses and abuses, in
does not create and it takes good people who do nothing down with it.
Evil allows the overpopulation and abuse of the mother planet, who is as living a being as are you,
with a soul and a thinking mind. there is this, do unto others as you would have them do unto you.
What does the Mother do for you, and what have you done unto her????
I want every one of you who reads this to go back and read the piece for Soltec I placed in this
thread, maybe 2 or 3 pages ago. It's LONG and which OP shit on, if he even read it at all.
Your Holy SPIRIT ( called INfinite spirit) the actual 3rd person of Trinity beloved bestows your
MIND. It is not what you think it is in the bible. And His daughters are the MOther spirits of the
Local Universes. And these Mother Spirits of the Local universe are mothers to the Planetary
Mothers, in our case she likes to be called GAIA. What have you done to her? You and I and
everyone else. I try hard to keep my footsteps light upon her surface.
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God is not going to destroy this planet, MAN is destroying the very planet on which he depends
for his very life. ALL beings live on planets. all of them, physical, semiphysical and Spirit beings.
heaven is not out in space. You will live on a planet there too.
Most of the posts here are from people who ARE SUPPOSED TO WALK IN GOD"S SHOES. You
do it BY YOUR WORKS< NOT YOUR CHURCH. Few churches walk in the shoes of God. I know
of only one that does much, as an organization, quakers, who know god IS in them.
When the Great and Terrible Day of the Lord arrives, which is the WAVE, many people are not
going to like it. It is not the "Lord God", its an energy system from Paradise and IT IS HERE and it
is manifesting some more.
And many will find themselves in terror as it comes in and believing ON JESUS without the works
of HEARt will not help these ones. And the WAVe comes to ALL, of all religions and there is NO
SPECIAL benefit of any religion.
Many who thought they gave their souls to Jesus or any version of the religious god upon this
world, will find out painfully they did not after all.
Love in fact is more important than knowledge. Ponder that. Have most of you loved your
MOTHER PLANET. I have been based my whole life as a tree hugger, will if you don't preserve
the trees, you cannot have life.
Now Vindicator, I have been away from this thread, and I am preparing for my retirement to bed,
after a full day. I am not judging you here, because I didn't read your other posts to understand
what you wrote to me.
But I do know that every christian in this world also needs to watch the cartoon video's I am pretty
sure I put in here too, at least the link to the thread.

Op basically said people that didn't know the truth about Jesus and Mary M could roast in hell.
That is not so. It is your heart and your service that will cause you to move up higher in god's
school, and get you off this prison world. Not any religion. NOT A ONE for ONLY YOU CAN DO
IT. A person who lives in LOVE and SERVICE in goodness doesn't even need religion. Or an
special knowledge about God, especially not this false stuff.
I only entered this thread to start with to say that, and to correct the knowledge about Jesus and
Mary M as part of the process. It matters NOT ON ANy of THIS concerning your status in heaven.
It only matters on your heart.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
09/01/2011 11:47 PM
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Then one realizes their really is no 'duality' nor does the Serpent hold any real 'power'. Only power
of illusion, that God is infinitely merciful and all things will eventually return to him in the Aeon.
After all, if God created all things, this includes the Serpent, and he too has a specific purpose and
a hand in all creation. Otherwise why would God create the concept of the Serpent?
Quoting: Vindicator

Are you implying God created Evil?
Quoting: HilosPP

I'm saying God created the Serpent.From Genesis: "Now the Serpent was more subtle than any
other creature the LORD God had made."
Now obviously, and I am sure you will agree, God perceives EVERYTHING. There is nothing in
the future that is not known.
So he allowed the Serpent to carry out his will, EVEN though he saw through his wicked intentions
since before he even created him. I hope this makes sense. He also knew that the Fall would
occur, yet allowed it to happen. So now you can see the heavy price of the tree of knowledge, it
neither took Adam from evil nor set him in good. So he walks in the 'middle'
This is death. And is the Reason all the children of Adam repeat the same over and over..again
and again
But the cycles will soon end, and we will have perfect absolution across the Board because our
LORD is INFINITELY merciful. For he holds the perfect understanding of all things.
"I am the Alpha AND the OMEGA the beginning and the end, What IS, what WAS, what is to
come."
Quoting: Vindicator

You are the GODS people that made everything. all of the people in the whole creation, it matters
not the type of PERSON., angel, or man in all the versions he appears is. ONLY MAN CREATES
CONSCIOUSLY. STOP PUTTING GOD OUTSIDE YOURSELF. MAN IS CREATOR . And once
you understand that one, in enough numbers on this world, everything will change, when you
realize YOU CREATE.
God didn't create the serpent, man creates himself as he grows and makes his free will choices
and that is angel and man alike. The serpent is actually race of galactic thugs that are imprisoned
on this world, and some of what you ones call God is the hierarchy, as all planets are seeded with
life when ready, and they governed. Lucifer left the creations governments and went on his own
and he failed big time. We have so much reincarnation here, because you see, Lucifer was a
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manager and not a creator being and he could NOT ensoul people so everything reincarnates
here. Ponder that, but it does anyway to a point because that is how mind is developed. All who
have souls of animal origin have been the animals first.
YOUR ARE THE CREATORS and you are HERE to INcREASE YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS OF
THE FACT THAT GOD IS YOUR FATHER and YOU ARE HIS SON> YOU will never find true
peace, until you understand that and take responsiblity.
Think of the all the destructive "creation" happening on this world . And think of all the GOOD
creation happening on this world. THOSE WITH INTELLIGENCE TO BE ABLE TO REASON and
PLAN AHEAD CREATE JOINTLY EVERYTHING THAT HAS BEEN CREATED and they will
CREATE EVERYTHING YET TO BE CREATED.
GOD DOES NOT WAVE MAGIC WANDS. MIND iS PURE ENERGY. EVERY THOUGHT YOU
HAVE TRAVELS OUT INTO THE CREATION, it does not "stop" moving. PONDER THAT. WHEN
ENOUGH THOUGHTS HAVE COLLECTED OUT THERE, CERTAIN ONES OF GOD DO A BIG
BANG OF SORTS and START A NEW NEBULA and CREATION GROWS< because you see,
thinking and mind would never ever stop. And so the creation does not stop.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/02/2011 12:08 AM
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
09/01/2011 11:58 PM

To Candace: You claim that I am deceived in my knowledge, trying to walk in God's shoes so to
speak. I only desire to receive the blessing of God and be forgiven, and my only reward is life and
rest. knowledge is why the world is the way it is. Ask yourself, what is knowledge without Love?
what is it to gain the whole world but lose your soul in the process?
I understand your disdain for the evil things in the world, I do. But it will sort itself out, and the
phoenix will come on the Great and Terrible day of the LORD "burning like an oven".
So do not hate the ones who are wicked. Spread love as you have been, for knowledge will surely
increase in the coming days to the point of being overwhelming, thus the error will be known, then
we shall have peace. I love you, and I am not ur average "Christian" hehe.
Quoting: Vindicator

You sound like one of Lillith's Nexus Nymphs.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
09/02/2011 12:00 AM
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Quoting: Vindicator

You are the GODS people that made everything. all of the people in the whole creation, it matters
not the type of PERSON., angel, or man in all the versions he appears is. ONLY MAN CREATES
CONSCIOUSLY. STOP PUTTING GOD OUTSIDE YOURSELF. MAN IS CREATOR . And once
you understand that one, in enough numbers on this world, everything will change, when you
realize YOU CREATE.
YOUR ARE THE CREATORS and you are HERE to INcREASE YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS OF
THE FACT THAT GOD IS YOUR FATHER and YOU ARE HIS SON> YOU will never find true
peace, until you understand that and take responsiblity.
Think of the all the destructive "creation" happening on this world . And think of all the GOOD
creation happening on this world. THOSE WITH INTELLIGENCE TO BE ABLE TO REASON and
PLAN AHEAD CREATE JOINTLY EVERYTHING THAT HAS BEEN CREATED and they will
CREATE EVERYTHING YET TO BE CREATED.
GOD DOES NOT WAVE MAGIC WANDS. MIND iS PURE ENERGY. EVERY THOUGHT YOU
HAVE TRAVELS OUT INTO THE CREATION, it does not "stop" moving. PONDER THAT. WHEN
ENOUGH THOUGHTS HAVE COLLECTED OUT THERE, CERTAIN ONES OF GOD DO A BIG
BANG OF SORTS and START A NEW NEBULA and CREATION GROWS< because you see,
thinking and mind would never ever stop. And so the creation does not stop.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Make sure you plugged the misters in, don't kill the babies.
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
09/02/2011 02:22 AM
To Candace: You claim that I am deceived in my knowledge, trying to walk in God's shoes so to
speak. I only desire to receive the blessing of God and be forgiven, and my only reward is life and
rest. knowledge is why the world is the way it is. Ask yourself, what is knowledge without Love?
what is it to gain the whole world but lose your soul in the process?
I understand your disdain for the evil things in the world, I do. But it will sort itself out, and the
phoenix will come on the Great and Terrible day of the LORD "burning like an oven".
So do not hate the ones who are wicked. Spread love as you have been, for knowledge will surely
increase in the coming days to the point of being overwhelming, thus the error will be known, then
we shall have peace. I love you, and I am not ur average "Christian" hehe.
Quoting: Vindicator
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You sound like one of Lillith's Nexus Nymphs.
Quoting: HilosPP

Lol what is that? Did'nt Lillith roll on Adam because he would not treat her equally? I believe he
wanted to be on top.
So...Lillith said screw this I'm outta here and ascended on the first day! That should give an idea
the power of Woman. I am male, but I recognize women as NOT being inferior, quite the contrary.
When it comes to intuition, grace, spirit, quite frankly THEY.OWN.US.

Thanks for the kind words Candace, it really hit home.
I know how a lot of members feel
about you but you continue on. I know I can't change your mind on certain things, but everything
you just said I have known for awhile now. I talk with scriptures here, so maybe the ones who call
themselves 'christian' will understand my words.
Our Earthly mother only comes to us once you cast off the power of the Serpent. It was'nt so easy
for me to say, Begone Satan!
I am a follower of 'the path.' Meaning this, I'm just gonna say it now;
I am opposed to the power of the Serpent.
I am opposed to the beast, who would build a kingdom of stone. Out of his mouth pours armies
and he spreads the fires of destruction.
I am opposed to Babylon.
I am opposed to man even for the sake of our Earthly mother.
Even though, I know she can 'handle herself' I love her and I also tread lightly upon her. My gift is
my curse. I feel the love of the Father even as I write this.
I have no agenda, my goal is to enlighten, NOT TO CONVERT! Just to get that clear.
And again no I am not a water nymph lolol. Cheers!
PS none of what I say should be taken to heart, as we all have a different take on things. HilosPP
and Candace, you both seem very set in your beliefs.
But know this. 'Beliefs' puts a roadblock up to experience.
And Vanity is one of "the deep things of Satan"
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1514231
United States
09/02/2011 02:25 AM
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Then one realizes their really is no 'duality' nor does the Serpent hold any real 'power'. Only power
of illusion, that God is infinitely merciful and all things will eventually return to him in the Aeon.
After all, if God created all things, this includes the Serpent, and he too has a specific purpose and
a hand in all creation. Otherwise why would God create the concept of the Serpent?
Quoting: Vindicator

Are you implying God created Evil?
Quoting: HilosPP

I'm saying God created the Serpent.From Genesis: "Now the Serpent was more subtle than any
other creature the LORD God had made."
Now obviously, and I am sure you will agree, God perceives EVERYTHING. There is nothing in
the future that is not known.
So he allowed the Serpent to carry out his will, EVEN though he saw through his wicked intentions
since before he even created him. I hope this makes sense. He also knew that the Fall would
occur, yet allowed it to happen. So now you can see the heavy price of the tree of knowledge, it
neither took Adam from evil nor set him in good. So he walks in the 'middle'
This is death. And is the Reason all the children of Adam repeat the same over and over..again
and again
But the cycles will soon end, and we will have perfect absolution across the Board because our
LORD is INFINITELY merciful. For he holds the perfect understanding of all things.
"I am the Alpha AND the OMEGA the beginning and the end, What IS, what WAS, what is to
come."
Quoting: Vindicator
Nice, :) God did create the serpent. We are "all" the hands and feet of God. The Illuminati serve
God to create His kingdom, the Elite serve God, We all serve God. The rich and prideful serve our
Creator faithfully, but just have sacrificed their own eternal life in paradise. But God bless them.
They are tools that are necessary.
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
09/02/2011 02:33 AM

POWER HONOR STRENGTH MIGHT AND VIRTUE TO THOSE ON THE PATH!!!

Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
09/02/2011 02:43 AM
Then one realizes their really is no 'duality' nor does the Serpent hold any real 'power'. Only power
of illusion, that God is infinitely merciful and all things will eventually return to him in the Aeon.
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After all, if God created all things, this includes the Serpent, and he too has a specific purpose and
a hand in all creation. Otherwise why would God create the concept of the Serpent?
Quoting: Vindicator

Are you implying God created Evil?
Quoting: HilosPP

I'm saying God created the Serpent.From Genesis: "Now the Serpent was more subtle than any
other creature the LORD God had made."
Now obviously, and I am sure you will agree, God perceives EVERYTHING. There is nothing in
the future that is not known.
So he allowed the Serpent to carry out his will, EVEN though he saw through his wicked intentions
since before he even created him. I hope this makes sense. He also knew that the Fall would
occur, yet allowed it to happen. So now you can see the heavy price of the tree of knowledge, it
neither took Adam from evil nor set him in good. So he walks in the 'middle'
This is death. And is the Reason all the children of Adam repeat the same over and over..again
and again
But the cycles will soon end, and we will have perfect absolution across the Board because our
LORD is INFINITELY merciful. For he holds the perfect understanding of all things.
"I am the Alpha AND the OMEGA the beginning and the end, What IS, what WAS, what is to
come."
Quoting: Vindicator
Nice, :) God did create the serpent. We are "all" the hands and feet of God. The Illuminati serve
God to create His kingdom, the Elite serve God, We all serve God. The rich and prideful serve our
Creator faithfully, but just have sacrificed their own eternal life in paradise. But God bless them.
They are tools that are necessary.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1514231

Yes!!! Necessary tools indeed.
The Phoenix will purify ALL.
We all do the will of the Father, even if we think we oppose him, is'nt creation wonderful? cheers
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